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ABSTRACT 

Boliden is a metals company in the northern Europe, which has all three metal extracting operations: mining, mineral 

processing and smelting. Boliden’s biggest mine, the Aitik mine in Gällivare is a copper mine. 

The Boliden Aitik cleaning flotation was studied. The grade was higher in the old plant between 27 Cu-% and 29 Cu-

% and the goal of this study was to investigate why the grade is lower in the new plant, between 23 Cu-% and 24 Cu-

%. The process is also different in the new plant, consisting of four consecutive cleaner banks. 

In the literature study, it was found that a flotation cell has many sub processes which are connected from the mixing 

zone in the bottom to the top of the froth. These sub processes have an effect on each other and it makes the flotation 

a complex process. 

The first cleaner bank was sampled from down to up inside the cell to investigate if the mixing was not good in the 

cells. Second, third and fourth cleaner banks were sampled more carefully inside the froth phase to see how the grade 

increases with the froth depth. Particle distribution and grades of each fraction were used to analyse the process. 

No significant problems in the mixing were found in the first cleaner bank. In the last two cleaners’ first cells it was 

found that the copper grade stops increasing quickly after the pulp-froth interface. Also the cells after the first cells 

are floating lower grade concentrate. There are also lots of fine particles recirculating in the cleaners. 

Keywords: froth flotation; cleaner flotation; particle distribution  
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Boliden on metallialan yritys pohjois Euroopassa. Sillä on kaikkia kolmea metallien jalostus toimintaa: kaivos, 

rikastus ja sulatus. Bolidenin isoin kaivos on Aitikin kaivos, joka on kuparikaivos Jällivaarassa. 

Tässä työssä tutkittiin Boliden Aitikin riperikastusprosessia. Kuparin pitoisuus vanhalla rikastamolla oli 27 % ja 29 % 

välillä ja tämän työn tarkoituksena oli tutkia, miksi pitoisuus uudella rikastamolla on pienempi, 23 % ja 24 % välillä. 

Prosessi on myös erilainen uudella rikastamolla ja se koostuu neljästä perättäisestä riperikastus vaiheesta. 

Kirjallisuusselvityksestä selvisi, että vaahdotuskennossa on useita alaprosesseja, jotka ovat kaikki yhteydessä 

toisiinsa aina sekoitus alueelta vaahdon yläosaan asti. Nämä alaprosessit vaikuttavat toisiinsa ja näin ollen tekevät 

vaahdotuksesta monimutkaisen prosessin. 

Ensimmäistä riperikastusvaihetta tutkittiin ottamalla näytteitä aina kennon alaosasta yläosaan asti ja tällä yritettiin 

saada selville kuinka hyvin sekoitus kennon sisällä toimii. Toista, kolmatta ja neljättä riperikastusvaihetta tutkittiin 

ottamalla näytteitä tarkemmin vaahdon sisältä, jotta saataisiin parempi käsitys, kuinka pitoisuus nousee vaahdon 

paksuuden kasvaessa. Prosessin analysoimiseksi selvitettiin paljon partikkelijakaumia näytteille ja jokainen 

partikkelikoko analysoitiin erikseen. 

Ensimmäisestä riperikastusvaiheesta ei löytynyt isompia ongelmia sekoituksessa. Kahden viimeisen 

riperikastusvaiheen ensimmäisissä kennoissa huomattiin, että kuparin pitoisuus lopettaa kasvamisen nopeasti liete-

vaahto rajapinnan jälkeen. Ensimmäisten kennojen jälkeiset kennot vaahdottavat alemman pitoisuuden rikastetta. 

Riperikastus vaiheet myös kierrättävät paljon hienoa partikkelikokoa. 

Avainsanat: vaahdotus; riperikastus; partikkelijakauma 
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FOREWORD 

The goal of this thesis is to give the reader a good idea how a flotation cell operates, 

especially those in Aitik cleaner process. At the same it is a good opportunity for the 

author to get a good comprehension how flotation works inside a flotation cell. 

The author would like to thank Boliden Mineral for the opportunity to let him do the 

Master Thesis in an interesting company. Special thanks to the supervisor Lisa Malm 

and Nils-Johan Bolin from Boliden Mineral for presenting the interesting subject for the 

Thesis. Thanks to everyone at the TMP lab for helping to get me familiar with the 

equipment there. Special thanks to Mikael Widman for the help in making the second 

sampler and helping with both of the samplings and to Adam Mc Elroy who also helped 

with both of the samplings and took and in addition for taking and bringing the extra 

samples. Also thanks to Jari Ruuska, supervisor at the University of Oulu for 

commenting and reviewing the Thesis. 

 

Boliden, June 15, 2015   Sami Lappi 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Aitik mine is a large scale low copper grade mine in northern Sweden. Recently it was 

expanded and a new concentrator was built. Milled tonnages in 2014 were 39 Mton. 

Main economical mineral of interest is chalcopyrite and it is recovered via flotation. The 

flotation process is a rougher-scavenger-cleaner process where cleaners are used to 

clean reground rougher and scavenger concentrates. 

This thesis is focused solely on the cleaner section of the process. Premise for this thesis 

was that the grade in the old concentrator was higher than it is now and the goal was to 

find out what could be the cause of lower grade. Copper grade in the old plant was 

between 27 % and 29 % and now the grade is just under 24 %. There was a suspicion 

that the particles were accumulating just below the pulp-froth interface inside the cell. 

This was found to happen in some degree in the larger rougher/scavenger cells. Also the 

froth phases were investigated more comprehensively to see how well the consecutive 

cleaners operate. Investigating these matters includes lots of sampling in different 

depths inside the cells and over 1000 XRF analyses were done. Samples were collected 

in two separate sampling trips up in Aitik and the sample preparing work and analysing 

were done in Boliden Area laboratory in Boliden. 

Spring of 2015 proved to be a bit challenging time to sample the process. The first 

sampling was conducted 4.2.2015 and the first cleaner was sampled then. The process 

was running normally at that time. After the process conditions changed (the smelter 

requested more pyrite in the concentrate) which made sampling the process a bit more 

difficult since the process was intentionally ran with lower copper grade thus some of 

the cells from the cleaners were closed. The second sampling was conducted 20.4.2015 

and the rest of the cleaners were sampled then. This time there was difficulties in the 

process; the recovery was very low, so it may have an effect on the results. The grade 

was OK though. 

First part of the thesis is a short introduction to the Boliden Group and the Aitik process 

description is presented. Second part is the theory part which is trying to give the reader 

a good view what happens inside a flotation cell and actually how many different 

parameters there are affecting the flotation process. Theory has been limited to the 
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relevant subjects for this thesis and it is assumed that the reader already knows how 

flotation works in general. Last part of the thesis is the results with conclusions and 

some suggestions for future work. 
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2 BOLIDEN GROUP 

Boliden is a company which core competence is within four areas: exploration, mining 

(mineral processing included), smelting and metals recycling. Locations are presented in 

Figure 2.1. 

The primary focus of exploration is on zinc, copper and precious metal-bearing ores. 

Exploration occurs in both; new areas to find new deposits and in close proximity of 

existing mines to increase their lifespan. 

Mining is located in five different mining areas: Aitik, The Boliden Area, Garpenberg, 

Tara and Kylylahti. Zinc-, copper-, lead-, gold- and silver-bearing ores are mined in 

these areas. Majority of the concentrates produced is delivered to the smelters within the 

Group. 

Five smelters refine these concentrates and other raw materials into pure metals and 

customized alloys. Boliden has two copper smelters: Rönnskar and Harjavalta, two zinc 

smelters: Kokkola and Odda and one lead smelter: Bergsöe. (Boliden website 2015) 

 

Figure 2.1. Boliden on the map. (Boliden website 2015) 
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Production volumes for year 2014 are presented in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2. Production volumes. (Boliden website 2015) 

2.1 Boliden Aitik 

The Aitik mine is located 20 km east of Gällivare in Norrbotten, Sweden. Aitik started 

operating in 1968 at a production level of 2 Mton. Ore body is 1,9 billion year old. The 

low grade copper mineralization occurs as disseminations and thin veinlets of 

chalcopyrite and pyrite within a westerly dipping ore zone of metamorphosed and 

altered volcanic and sedimentary rocks. The ore was discovered in the 1930’s.  

Chalcopyrite is the main economical mineral of interest. The average mined grades for 

2005 were 0,43 % Cu, 0,2 g/t Au and 3,2 g/t Ag. (Internal Boliden report by Nils Johan 

Bolin and Hans Jönsson) 

2.1.1 Aitik expansion projects 

Aitik mine has been expanded several times. After expansions 1973, 1982 and 1991 the 

capacity was 18 Mton. Newest expansion project started in 2006 and was completed in 

the first half of 2010 with ore production of 36 Mton which was achieved 2013. Next 
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expansion to 45 Mton is planned to be finished by year 2017. Milled tonnages in 2014 

were 39 Mton and copper production was 67,7 kton. 

A new concentrator was built for the 2010 expansion further away from the open pit 

because the old concentrator was too close to the open pit and therefore new ore for 

mining was freed. Also transportation costs for both tailings and concentrate were 

minimized with new concentrator location. (Internal Boliden report by Nils Johan Bolin 

and Hans Jönsson) 

2.1.2 Aitik copper flotation process 

Grinding is done in a two identical lines in a primary and a secondary mill with 

classification in spiral classifiers. Both lines have two fully autogenous mills (AG). The 

following copper flotation process is presented in Figure 2.3. The ground ore is mixed 

with first cleaner scavenger concentrate (last four cells of first cleaner) and fed to two 

parallel lines of four 160 m
3
 rougher cells. Rougher concentrate is re-ground and fed to 

the second cleaner. Rougher tailings are the feed for two parallel lines of from five to 

seven x 160 m
3 

scavenger cells (the amount is from five to seven because two of the last 

cells can be used as scavengers or for depyritization). Scavenger concentrate is re-

ground and fed to the first cleaner. Scavenger tailings are the feed for two parallel lines 

of from two to four 160 m
3
 depyritization cells. Depyritization concentrate is currently 

going out with first cleaner tailings and tailings are the final tailings. The final 

concentrate of the plant is from the last cleaner (fourth) and it is first dried in a thickener 

and in pressure filters and then stored into silos ready for transportation. 

The AG re-grinding mills’ pebbles are received from the primary mills. The scavenger 

concentrate re-grinding mill is bigger because more energy is used to get better 

recovery. The cleaner process is described better in Section 5. (Internal Boliden report 

by Nils Johan Bolin and Hans Jönsson) 
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Figure 2.3. Aitik copper flotation process. 
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3 FROTH FLOTATION  

In this chapter the fundamentals of froth flotation are discussed. Only the basics of 

flotation are presented and more relevant subjects are examined more closely.  

Froth flotation is the most important mineral processing technology. It made available 

treatment of low-grade and complex ores. It was patented in 1906 and the technology 

has been improving constantly ever since to greater tonnages and wider range of ores. 

(Wills B.A. et al. 2006 p. 267) 

3.1 Froth flotation theory 

Flotation is a very complex process consisting of multiple different processes. Mainly 

flotation is a physico-chemical separation process where valuable minerals are separated 

from unwanted gangue minerals using the difference of surface properties of different 

minerals. Even though it has been used and studied over 100 years, all the subprocesses 

are still not totally understood. (Wills B.A. et al. 2006 p. 267) 

Figure 3.1 illustrates interrelation between different parameters and changing one 

parameter usually affects a variety of other parameters, making predicting flotation 

systems fairly difficult. It also makes it difficult to develop the predicting models for 

flotation (see Section 4.4). (Klimpel R.R. 1995, Rao T.C. 1995 et al. cited in Kawatra 

S.K., pp. 1-2) 
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Figure 3.1. Interrelated components of a flotation system (Klimpel R.R. 1995, cited in 

Kawatra S.K., p. 2) 

Before pulp enters the flotation cell, it is conditioned with various reagents including 

collectors, frothers, regulators and other surface modifying agents. Once the pulp enters 

the cell, it is mixed with air in the agitation zone near impellers and hydrophobic 

suspended minerals in pulp are attached to air bubbles. Due the buoyancy of the 

bubbles, the bubble-particle aggregates ascent on top of the pulp and they accumulate 

into froth which is removed as concentrate. Hydrophilic particles remain in the pulp and 

are removed as tailings either for reprocessing or as waste. (Miskovic Sanja 2011, p. 8) 

In flotation processes, slurry is a water mixture of particles of different size, shape, 

composition and density and therefore the most selective and efficient way of 

recovering valuable minerals from slurry is to have multiple flotation cells in series 

called as a flotation bank. This way it is possible to increase retention time and particle-

bubble collisions. (Wills B.A.  et al. 2006) 

There are three types of flotation stages: rougher, scavenger and cleaner. Combination 

and flow paths for these vary depending on the process. Commonly first stage is called a 

rougher stage, which produces the primary concentrate. Rougher’s low grade tailings 

are fed to scavenger stage, where recovery is maximized. Scavenger concentrate flows 

to a cleaning stage or rougher feed and scavenger tailings usually are the final tailings 

that flow to either to some other process or tailings pond. In the cleaning stage the 

concentrate grade requirements are met while keeping tailings grade as low as possible. 

It might require multiple cleaning stages to meet the final grade. Tailings from the 
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cleaning stage are combined with rougher feed or some other part of the process or they 

can also be the final tailings. In Figure 2.3 is an example of the rougher-scavenger-

cleaner process from Aitik. (Wills B.A. et al. 2006, pp. 292-293, Miskovic Sanja 2011 

p. 16) 

3.2 Flotation mechanisms 

There are three mechanisms how the minerals are removed from the pulp: selective 

attachment to air bubbles (true flotation), entrainment and physical entrapment between 

particles. (Wills B.A. et al. 2006, p. 267) 

3.2.1 True flotation 

True flotation is the most important mechanism since it recovers most of the wanted 

minerals to the concentrate. In true flotation the floatable minerals are treated with 

chemicals to make them hydrophobic to make the bubble-particle attachment possible. 

Flotation can be carried out in two ways:  

1. Valuable minerals are hydrophobic either naturally or after chemical treatment 

(adding collectors) and they are removed in the concentrate from froth phase 

(direct flotation), 

2. Valuable minerals remain hydrophilic and gangue minerals are removed in the 

froth phase (reverse flotation).  

In a mechanical flotation cell hydrophobic particles attach to air bubbles inside the cell 

mixing zone near the agitator (Figure 3.2) and then they ascent with the bubble into the 

froth on top of the pulp and eventually end up in the concentrate launders on top of the 

cell. In the mixing zone the agitator must provide enough turbulence to create maximum 

number of particle-bubble collisions for the flotation to be most effective. (Wills B.A. et 

al. 2006, pp. 267-268) 

There is an optimum particle size for effective flotation. If the particle size is too coarse, 

the bubble buoyancy is not enough to carry the particles’ weight and the particles will 

drop off. On the other hand if the particle size is too small, the particle-bubble collision 

frequency drops and therefore recovery drops (see Section 3.3). (Wills B.A. et al. 2006, 

p. 268) 
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Figure 3.2. Principle of froth flotation. (Wills B.A. et al. 2006, p. 268) 

3.2.2 Entrainment and entrapment of particles 

Entrainment is transportation of fine liberated minerals suspended in water trapped 

between bubbles in the froth phase. Problem with entrainment is that it is not selective 

like true flotation and that means entrained minerals can be both valuable mineral 

particles and gangue mineral particles, thus reducing the concentration grade. (Kawatra 

S.K., p. 18) According to Emin Cafer Cilek (2009, p. 42) in complex sulphide ores the 

ratio of gangue to valuable can be as high as 20, and that is why it is expected that most 

of the entrained particles consist of gangue. For fine particles, the recovery of gangue in 

concentrate is generally comparable with the concentration just below pulp-froth 

interface because of their negligible settling velocity. (Trahar W.J. and Warren L.J. 

1976 cited in Seher Ata 2012 p. 5) 

Entrainment can be considered as a two-step process: transfer of the suspended solids 

from the pulp just before the pulp-froth interface to the froth and transfer of the 

entrained particles from bottom of the froth to the concentrate (Zheng X. et al. 2006, p. 

1191). Entrainment inside pulp is commonly explained by two factors: (Moys M.H. 

1978, Gaudin A.M. 1957, Yianatos, J.B et al. 1986 cited in Navassi O.N. et al 1997, p. 

244) 

1. Entrained particles are carried upwards in the bubble lamella (Figure 3.3 (a)), 

2. Entrained material is transported in the wake of an ascending air bubble (Figure 

3.3 (e)). 

Figure 3.3 is expressing several gangue recovery mechanisms. Some of the mechanisms 

are reviewed more closely in this thesis. 
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Figure 3.3. Various types of gangue recovery in flotation. (a) carrying upwards in 

Plateau regions (b) entrapment (c) supporting (d) slime coating (e) waking (f) 

contactless flotation (due to dispersive (i) + polar (ii) forces) (Konopacka, Z. sited in 

Konopacka Zaklina and Drzymala Jan 2010, p. 314) 

In the pulp-froth interface, Smith and Warren 1989 suggested that the ascending swarm 

of bubbles push the water mechanically up into the froth region as shown in Figure 3.4. 

In this theory the water is trapped between bubbles as the bubbles ascent in the froth. 

[Savassi O.N. 1997, pp. 244-245] 
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Figure 3.4. Bubble swarming in the pulp-froth interface. (a) Swarm of bubbles rise to 

the interface. (b) Bubbles push the interface mechanically up and part of the water is 

entrained between bubbles. (c) Bubble swarm becomes the new interface while some of 

the water drains back to pulp. (Savassi O.N. et al. 1997, p. 244) 

The net flow of entrained particles to concentrate is the difference between entrained 

solids flow ascending with froth and entrained solids draining back towards the pulp-

froth interface. Drainage in the froth can be described by four methods: (Cutting G.W. 

1989 cited in Savassi O.N. et al. 1997, p. 245, Cutting G.W. et al. 1981, cited in Seher 

Ata 2012 p. 6) 

1. Film water drainage, where entrained material is slowly descending on the 

surface of the bubbles, 

2. Collapsing of bubbles cause fast drainage, 

3. Movement of the bubbles cause entrained material to drain between them, 

4. Solids accumulate on surface of the froth and once they reach unstable size or 

mass, they sink fast. 

All four mechanisms occur in the froth based on froth structure, such as viscosity of 

froth. Also particle properties (size, density and hydrophobicity) affect drainage. Liquid 

content in the froth has the most critical influence on drainage: in the bottom where 

froth is still wet, the drainage is more rapid and on top in the dryer froth, the drainage is 

slower because, according to Szatkowski M. (1987), the liquid film thickness is not 

sufficient enough to let particles pass through. (cited in Seher Ata. 2012, p. 6) Therefore 

introducing wash water on top of the froth increases drainage. Although it is more 

common in flotation columns, because in mechanical cells, it is more challenging to get 

the wash water distributed properly due shallow froths.  (Ireland P. et al. 2007, p. 100)  
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According to multiple authors most of the drainage is happening just above pulp-froth 

interface (cited in Savassi O.N. et al. 1997). This is expressed in Figure 3.5 where 

relative importance of upward liquid velocity is versus particle settling velocity as a 

function of froth height for different particle sizes is described. Figure is made based on 

theoretical models and 0.5 indicates the point where settling velocity is equal to the 

upward liquid velocity. Values below 0.5 indicate that the settling velocity is dominant, 

and naturally values above 0.5 indicate that the liquid velocity upward is dominant. As 

seen from the figure, just above the pulp-froth interface the settling velocity is dominant 

even for the lower particle size but the upward liquid velocity quickly becomes 

dominant above that. Even though the settling velocity is dominant just above the 

interface, entrainment still happens because of dispersion and particles move from 

higher concentration in the interface to lower concentration in the upper froth. Figure 

3.6 is a theoretical model from the same study expressing the solid concentration in the 

froth. As seen from the figure the solid concentration in the froth of coarser particles 

drop quickly above the solid-froth interface. (Neethling S.J., Cilliers J.J. 2009, pp. 144-

145) 

 

Figure 3.5. Relative importance of upward liquid velocity versus particle settling 

velocity as a function of froth height for different particle sizes. (Neethling S.J., Cilliers 

J.J. 2009, p. 144) 
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Figure 3.6. Solid concentration in the froth (C) related to solid concentration in the pulp 

(Cp) as a function of froth height for different particles sizes. (Neethling S.J., Cilliers J.J. 

2009, p. 144) 

According to multiple authors, the major factors affecting entrainment are: (cited in J. 

Yianatos, F. Contreras 2010, p. 261) 

1. Froth characteristics, 

2. Froth rheology and interstitial slurry rheology, 

3. Particle size, 

4. Density difference between solid and liquid, 

5. Solids percentage below pulp-froth interface. 

First and second factor affect water recovery which has a big effect on entrainment. The 

rest are physical quantities which affect i.e. motion or concentration of particles. 

(Yianatos J. and F. Contreras 2010, p. 261) 

Water recovery 

Water recovery is a significant parameter in flotation. It has a big impact on circulation 

loads and residence times. It also has an effect on concentrate grade and recovery 

because it has big impact on entrainment and froth recovery. One way of defining water 

recovery is to consider it as the fraction of water entering the cell that is recovered in the 

concentrate. Water inflow is affected by pulp conditions. Bubble surface area flux, the 

concentration of chemical reagents, the concentration of suspended solids and the 

bubble loading condition all have effect on the amount of water entering the froth phase 

from pulp phase. As stated before only part of the water entering the froth phase is 

recovered to concentrate. (Zheng X. et al. 2006b pp. 871-872) 

Figure 3.7 shows the correlation between water recovery and silica recovery in a test X. 

Zheng et al. (2006a) conducted in an Outokumpu 3m
3
 tank cell at Xstrata Mt. Isa 
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Mine’s copper concentrator. Figure shows that there is a strong correlation between 

gangue recovery and water recovery and it is almost linear when the water recovery is 

high and particle size is small. (Zheng X. et al. 2006a pp. 1193-1195) 

 

Figure 3.7. Correlation between the overall silica recovery in different particle size 

fractions and the overall recovery of the water. (X. Zheng et al. 2006a p. 1195) 

Entrainment factor 

There are many different definitions to determine degree of entrainment in literature. 

One of the definitions is expressed in Equation (1) (Savassi O.N. 1996 cited in Savassi 

O.N. et al. 1997, p. 249): 

𝐸𝑁𝑇𝑖 =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
        (1) 

Particle size 

Entrainment is highly affected by particle size. Smaller particles entrain much easier 

than larger particles and therefore entrainment is not significant for particles above 50 

µm. (Savassi O.N. et al. 1997, p. 245) 

Density of the mineral and density of the pulp 

It is shown in the laboratory scale tests that lower pulp density lowers entrainment, 

which is reasonable because there is less solids by weight in pulp. Also lower density of 

mineral makes it easier for it to be entrained, which is also reasonable because minerals 

with lower mass entrain easier and are drained back slower. (Emin Cafer Cilek 2009, 

pp. 38-41) Solid content in top region of the pulp appears to be more dependent on cell 
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size rather than cell operating conditions such as air rate and froth depth. (Xheng X. et 

al. 2005 p. 57)   

Slime coating (Figure 3.3 (d)) 

Sliming effect may occur when particles are ground in too small sizes. This cannot be 

always avoided because some minerals have very small liberation size and also part of 

the minerals might be brittle and easily overground. Slime coating is coagulation or 

flocculation of small particles. It depends on electrokinetical potential of the particles 

and different charges attract each other or even particles with same low charges may 

attract each other. Slime coating may cause serious problems in processes if it is not 

controlled by process parameters (for example pH control (Forbes E. et al. 2014, p. 

138)). Other mechanisms are much more significant in gangue recovery so slime 

coating is usually discarded in this matter. (Gaudin 1957, Klassen and Mokrousoc 1963, 

Glembotskii et al. 1963, Waksmundzki 1972 cited in Kirjavainen V.M. 1996, pp. 28-

29) Multiple authors have suggested that slime coating is influencing more as a 

depressant for valuable particles when the coarser particles are covered in hydrophilic 

slime coating and inhibiting collector absorption. (cited in Forbes E. et al. 2014) 

Physical entrapment of particles between bubbles in the froth phase (Figure 3.3 

(b)) 

Some of the hydrophilic gangue can be entrapped by the floating particles and then 

recovered to the concentrate. Highly mineralized froth and coagulation or flocculation 

problems increase the probability of particles being entrapped. Entrapment is a problem 

in some flotation circuits, depending on process conditions. (Gaudun 1957 cited in 

Kirjavainen V.M. 1996, p. 28) 

Concentrate grade/recovery 

As stated before, concentration grade is affected by gangue recovery. Objective of the 

concentrator is to provide acceptable grade for the next stage, i.e. smelting, while 

maintaining high recovery. Both cannot be maximized simultaneously and in general 

improving another will decrease the other. This can be seen from Figure 3.8: the curve 

in the top plot is a typical grade/recovery curve, where it can be seen how the grade 

decreases as recovery improves. As the amount of cells is increasing, it can be seen how 

the curve gets better with each addition and eventually it is possible to reach good 

recovery with acceptable grade. Of course all this has to be done within reasonable 
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capital and energy costs to make the process as efficient as possible. Similarity with 

Aitik cleaner process can be seen in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 3.8. Effect of having multiple flotation stages. (Kawatra S.K., p. 25) 

3.3 Fine particle flotation 

Big portion of the particles in the Aitik cleaner system are fine (-20 μm) particles as 

presented later in this thesis. Recovering valuable minerals in the fine particle size is 

challenging with a reasonable efficiency and recovery. Typical recovery vs. particle size 

curve is shown in Figure 3.9. It is abvious that the recovery drops when the particle size 

becomes finer. (Fatma H. Abd El-Rahiem 2014, p. 63) Low recovery is often associated 

with their low mass and inertia that leads to low particle-bubble collision frequency as 

the particles follow bubble streamlines instead of colliding with the bubbles. Other 

reason for low floatability is the insufficient kinetic energy to penetrate the thin water 

film on the bubble surface to form the three phase line of contact. (Schulze et al. 1989, 

Weber and Paddock 1983, Hewitt et al. 1993 cited in Chipfunhu D. et al. 2012 p. 26) 

Other problem with fine particles is the previously discussed entrainment and 

entrapment. Because of the small mass and momentum, the particles tend to easily 

entrain into the concentrate or become mechanically entrapped with floating particles. 

When the gangue particles are entrained or entrapped, it reduces the grade of the 

concentrate. Also the finer particles have bigger surface area thus they adsorb more 
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reagents on mass basis, therefore if there is no excess reagent addition, there might not 

be enough reagents for the bigger particles and thus the recovery is reduced. Several 

fine particle flotation methods are discussed in this section. (Chander 1978, Pease et al. 

2004 cited in Fatma. H. Abd El-Rahiem 2014) 

 

Figure 3.9. Typical recovery vs. particle size curve. (Pease J. D. et al. 2004 p. 2) 

3.3.1 Carrier flotation 

Carrier flotation requires that the fine particles are intensely agitated with coarser 

particles. Both the coarse and fine particles have to be hydrophobic. The fine particles 

are attached to the coarser particles which operate as the carrier particles. These coarser 

carrier particles are then floated in a flotation cell carrying the fine particles with them. 

Problem with carrier flotation is the selectivity: if the carrier particles are gangue 

particles then they are detrimental to the grade. Also the reagent consumption is high. 

(Xu and Wells 2004, Waksmundzki 1971 cited in Fatma H. Adb El-Rahiem 2014) 

3.3.2 Column flotation 

A flotation column is a long square or circular tube where the reagentized pulp enters 

the column at about one third or one fourth of the distance from the top of the column. 

Air is introduced from the bottom of the cell and thus the air bubbles meet the 

downward flowing stream. Bubbles form a mineral rich froth on top of the pulp. 

Tailings leave from the bottom of the column. Wash water is sprayed just below the 

froth surface to wash the rising froth therefore reducing entrainment of unwanted 

gangue and also to balance the flow of material trough the column. Because of this extra 
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water flow the tailings flow is higher than the feed flow. This difference is called bias. 

Increase in wash water increases froth depth therefore increasing concentrate grade but 

reducing recovery. Coarse particle recovery in flotation columns is usually low and 

therefore columns are mostly used in the cleaner process. (Al-Maghrabi M. N. 2004, p. 

91, Fatma H. Adb El-Rahiem 2014 p. 66) 

Column flotation advantages over conventional froth flotation are (Fatma H. Adb El-

Rahiem 2014 p. 68): 

1. More quiescent separation due to lack of turbulence caused by mechanical 

agitation, 

2. High grade concentrate, 

3. One column can often replace 2-3 stages of mechanical cleaning, 

4. Higher energy efficiency, 

5. Decreased floor space requirement (tall column requires tall building though), 

6. Natural adaptability to the computer control (control is based on flows in and out 

of the column). 

3.3.3 Decreased bubble size 

Decreasing bubble size increases flotation rate and bubble-particle collection efficiency. 

There are also disadvantages when decreasing bubble size: rising velocity of the small 

bubbles is slow thus long flotation times are required and lifting force of the small 

bubbles is low so it hurts the process selectivity. Another problem is that microbubbles 

cause high water recovery therefore increasing the entrainment of gangue minerals. 

Bubble size can be decreased using several mechanical or physiochemical methods. 

These methods include for example gas dispersion adjustments in the rotor-stator design 

or hydrodynamic cavitation. Some of these methods are discussed here. (multiple 

authors cited in Miettinen Tatu et al. 2010, p. 421) 

Dissolved gas flotation 

Dissolved gas flotation, or air flotation if air is used as the medium, is a process where 

solution is pressurized and the solution becomes supersaturated. As the pressure is 

released, the gas bubbles precipitate into small bubbles thus the bubble-particle collision 

step is eliminated in conventional flotation. Challenges with air flotation are that the air 
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volume is much lower than in a mechanical cell and the problem with water recovery of 

microbubbles. Therefore air flotation is mainly used in processes where selectivity is 

not needed. (multiple authors cited in Miettinen Tatu et al. 2010, p. 421) 

Electroflotation 

Electroflotation is based on the use of hydrogen and oxygen bubbles formed by the 

electrolysis of water. Oxygen is formed at the anode and hydrogen is formed at the 

cathode. Both of these gases can be used separately, together or in combination with air 

bubbles in electroflotation. Electroflotation may have an effect on mineral surfaces as it 

does in the case of sulphide minerals thus influencing their floatability. It has been 

suggested that the electroflotation could make pyrite and other sulphide particles so 

hydrophobic that there is no need for flotation reagents. (multiple authors cited in 

Miettinen Tatu et al. 2010, p. 421-422) 

3.3.4 Selective flocculation, coagulation and hydrophobic aggregation 

Fine particles are induced to form flocs or aggregates to increase the size and mass to 

make them more floatable. This can be done by using several different methods. 

In selective flocculation, the flocs are formed by the bridging ability of long-chain 

polymer molecules or ions. Selective flocculation has been claimed to be a promising 

technique for fine particle mineral flotation. The entrapment of gangue minerals is still a 

major issue. 

Coagulation of fine particles can be achieved by reducing the electrostatic repulsion 

between the charged particles. This can be done by adding electrolyte. Coagulation is 

not a good method for mineral processing since it is very difficult to make selective. 

In hydrophobic aggregation the fine particles are intensely agitated to be held together 

by hydrophobic forces. Non-polar oil is often added to increase the strength of the 

aggregates. The previously mentioned carrier flotation is a one example of these 

methods. 

In general floc flotation improves recovery of fine particles, but it also produces high 

entrainment and entrapment of gangue minerals. It has been studied that the fine sized 
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gangue minerals can be flocculated using certain polymer depressants; therefore making 

them less likely to be entrained. (multiple authors cited in Miettinen Tatu et al. 2010, p. 

422) 

3.4 Depression of pyrite in the flotation of copper ores 

The efficient separation of pyrite from chalcopyrite in Aitik is crucial for the final 

concentrate grade. In this section several issues regarding pyrite – chalcopyrite 

separations are presented. 

3.4.1 Misreporting of iron sulphide minerals to copper concentrate 

Transportation of iron sulphide minerals to copper concentrate reduces the concentrate’s 

copper grade. There are several causes how iron sulphide minerals report to concentrate 

in over 10 µm particle size: 

1. Iron sulphide is naturally hydrophobic (contaminated with graphitic species or 

the presence of composite particles with valuable sulphide mineral), 

2. Self-induced hydrophobicity (formation of polysulphide or sulphur species, 

etc.), 

3. Collector-induced hydrophobicity (after their surface has been activated by 

copper species dissolved from copper minerals present in the ore). 

For finer particle size the misreporting happens mostly due entrainment. 

In alkaline conditions, pyrite flotation happens mainly due to copper or lead species 

dissolving from copper sulphide minerals or galena during grinding or conditioning and 

adsorbing on the pyrite surface inducing collector absorption. (Grano 1990, Voigt et al. 

1994, Schubert 1999 cited in Shuhua He 2006, p. 2) 

Copper activation of pyrite consists in the adsorption of Cu(II) species on the pyrite 

surface and its reduction to a Cu(I)S species. The activation is controlled by the pulp 

oxidation potential, Eh. Collectors, xanthate or dithiophosphate (DTP), adsorption on 

pyrite surface increases with Eh values. Both Cu(I)S and Cu(I)-xanthate species are 

hydrophobic and thus increase pyrite flotation near neutral Eh conditions. With higher 
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Eh values, the pyrite oxidizes to sulphate and forms hydrophilic iron oxide/hydroxide 

on its surface. (Shuhua He 2006, pp. 95-96) 

3.4.2 Methods to reduce iron sulphide mineral recovery 

Because copper species adsorption on pyrite surfaces is also electrochemical, 

controlling Eh during grinding maybe be used to control surface properties and thus 

reduce copper activation on pyrite surface. Also grinding medium has an effect on 

pyrite copper activation. It has been shown that reducing grinding condition enhances 

copper activation of pyrite. There are also other methods that affect the pyrite 

hydrophobicity including oxygen purging and using other grinding mediums. Overall 

controlling of the grinding environment to a more reducing or oxidizing condition has 

an effect on copper activation of sulphide minerals. (Voigt et al. 1994, Peng et al. 2003, 

Huang and Grano, 2005, Huang and Grano, 2006, Huang et al., 2006 cited in Shuhua 

He 2006, pp. 21-22) 

Mostly methods used for pyrite depression rely on reducing thiol collector adsorption 

(Shuhua He 2006, p. 29): 

1. With high pH value dixanthogen, which is the main xanthate species on pyrite, 

is not stable and also high pH favors ferric hydroxide formation on the pyrite 

surface to prevent collector adsorption, 

2. Reducing Eh value to prevent electrochemical adsorption of xanthate on pyrite 

or prevent dixanthogen formation, 

3. Forming a physical hydrophilic barrier on top of the pyrite to prevent collector 

adsorption.  

High pH value is used in Aitik cleaner process (pH > 12) by adding lime in to the 

regrinding mills. The difference between pH (9,0 and 11,8) has been studied in an ore 

composition of 0,5 w-% Cu, 1,3 w-% Fe and 0,9 w-% S (Kennecott ore). The high pH 

value used in grinding and conditioning increased copper recovery and reduced iron 

recovery but it also lowered the copper grade, indicating that other mineral recoveries 

also increased with high pH value. (Shuhua He 2006, p. 160) 

In Figure 3.10 the various methods to depress iron sulphide flotation are presented. The 

methods were tested on before mentioned Kennecott ore and were tested in pH 9.0 
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except for the higher pH method. The higher pH results in higher copper recovery, but 

lower grade and addition of cyanide or collector addition in grinding results in higher 

grade. (Shuhua He 2006, p. 166) 

 

Figure 3.10. Comparison of methods on copper and iron recoveries and copper grade at 

8 minutes of flotation for Kennecott ore. (c = conditioning, g = grinding, reagent unit 

g/t.) (Shuhua He 2006, p. 167) 
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4 FLOTATION DYNAMICS AND CONTROLLING 

Dynamics inside a flotation cell are a complicated matter. Dynamics differ a lot in the 

different parts of the cell from the turbulent zone in the bottom to the froth zone on top. 

There are many parameters that affect the dynamics and some of these parameters are 

discussed in this section. Controlling these parameters is also challenging and some of 

the most common parameters are discussed at the end of this section. 

4.1 Mechanical flotation cell 

There are two most common flotation cell types: pneumatic and mechanical cells. Only 

mechanical flotation cell is discussed here because it is the type that is used in Aitik 

cleaning process. Also the mechanical flotation cells are the most widely used. (Wills 

B.A. et al 2006, p. 307) 

Mechanical flotation cells have mechanically driven impeller which agitates the slurry 

and disperses the incoming air into small bubbles. These cells can be either self-aerated, 

where the depression caused by the impeller introduces air into the cell or air is blown 

in the cell. (Wills B.A.  et al 2006, p. 307) A stator is placed around the impeller and the 

main purpose of the stator is to transfer the tangential flow of the pulp to radial direction 

(Miskovic Sanja 2011, p. 12) Figure 4.1 is a demonstration of air distribution and slurry 

pumping near impeller-stator.  

 

Figure 4.1. Impeller-stator close-up. (Tiitinen Juha et al. 2003, p. 167) 
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The three types of mechanical cells (Nelson Michael G. et al. 2009, p. 168) are: 

1. Self-aerating cells, with the rotor near top of the cell, 

2. Externally-aerated cells, with rotor near center of the cell, 

3. Externally-aerated cells, with the rotor near bottom of the cell. 

There is multiple flotation cell manufacturers in the world with different types of cell 

designs, but only Outotec tank cells are discussed here because those are also used in 

Aitik and the type of the cells are type 3. 

In Outotec cell, air is fed to the rotor through a hollow shaft and air is uniformly 

dispersed into the slurry through slots of the rotor. (Nelson Michael G. et al. 2009, p. 

174) Outotec has three types of rotor-stator systems: multi-mix, free-flow and the 

FloatForce mechanisms. The latter is used in Aitik cleaner flotation cells. 

The FloatForce Rotor and Stator mechanism has been developed using the recent 

advances in the hydrodynamic understanding and the use of computation fluid 

dynamics. The mechanism can be used as a new installation in new cells or it can be 

installed afterwards in already existing OK and TankCell equipment. In a conventional 

rotor-stator system the air is introduced into the central area of the rotor, thus the mixing 

efficiency is decreased because the air deteriorates the performance of impellers. In 

FloatForce rotor air is introduced to the peripheral area of the impeller. This way the 

rotor core is used only for slurry pumping and the pumping performance is enhanced. 

This allows high air flows with good mixing capacity and good air dispersion 

throughout the cell. Also high pulp flow reduces sanding at the cell bottom to 

practically nonexistent. (Gronstrand Sami and Kujawa Cristian, pp. 9-10) 

4.2 Characterizing a flotation cell 

There are three distinguished zones inside a flotation cell as shown in Figure 4.2: 

1. Turbulent or mixing zone. 

2. Quiescent zone. 

3. Froth zone. 
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Figure 4.2. Three hydrodynamic zones in a mechanical flotation cell. (Miskovic Sanja 

2011, p. 10) 

4.2.1 Mixing zone 

In the mixing zone (turbulent zone in Figure 4.2), the impeller provides the energy for 

the bubble break up, solid suspension and mixing. Mixing is an important part of the 

flotation process as it provides the possibility for particles and bubbles to collide and 

particles to attach bubbles. The energy input is also important because if the input is too 

large, the particles may detach from bubbles due to turbulence. On the other hand if the 

input is too low, the particles might settle at the bottom and also with the low energy 

input there will be less particle-bubble collisions. In addition the energy input has an 

effect on bubble size and solid-gas dispersion as well. (Evansa G.M.  et al. 2008, p. 

1351) 

Gorain B.K.  et al. (1995-1996) studied the effect of impeller speed and air flow rate in 

2,8 m
3
 portable industrial scale flotation cell for different flotation parameters: 

1. Bubble size, 

2. Gas holdup and, 

3. Superficial gas velocity. 

1. The mean bubble size increased with the increase in air flow rate. The increase in the 

impeller speed decreased bubble size. The mean bubble size is largest closest to the 
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impeller shaft and smallest at the impeller discharge point. (Gorain B.K.  et al. 1995-

1996, part 1) 

2. The increase in the impeller speed and air flow both increased gas holdup inside the 

cell. (Gorain B.K.  et al. 1995-1996, part 2) 

3. The superficial gas velocity increased with increase in the air flow rate. The increase 

in the impeller speed resulted in a greater uniformity of superficial gas velocity and 

similar velocities were observed in the different parts of the cell. (Gorain B.K. et al. 

1995-1996, part 3) 

The influence of turbulence on pulp-froth interface is not fully understood but it has 

been showed that the impeller-stator designs that reduce turbulence in the top pulp 

section of the cell produce more stable froth phase, thus providing better flotation 

results because the entrainment is reduced. (Schubert H. 1990, p. 270) 

In Figure 4.3 the effects of hydrodynamic conditions are presented on several 

recoveries in a laboratory scale flotation test conducted in Denver laboratory, USA. 

(Emin Cafer Cilek 2009, p. 37) As seen from the figure, the more turbulent conditions 

increase chalcopyrite recovery (a) but it also increases gangue recovery (b) and water 

recovery (d). It also decreases the copper grade (c). 
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Figure 4.3. Effects of the hydrodynamic conditions on cumulative recoveries of (a) 

chalcopyrite, (b) gangue, (c) cumulative grade of concentrate and (d) water. (Re = 

Reynolds number, CA = air capacity number) (Emin Cafer Cilek 2009, p. 38) 

4.2.2 Quiescent zone 

Quiescent zone is a less turbulent zone above the mixing zone. Bubble-particle 

aggregates ascent in more laminar flow, thus allowing the entrained and entrapped 

gangue particles to detach and that is why this zone acts as a cleaning phase before the 

froth phase. It also helps to maintain more quiescent pulp-froth interface. (Miskovic 

Sanja 2011, p. 9) 

4.2.3 Froth zone 

Froth phase is the final cleaning phase before the portion of the pulp exits the cell as 

concentrate. Its effect on flotation efficiency is increasingly recognized. (Wills B.A.  et 

al. 2006, p. 276) Froth phase behaves differently as the liquid phase below. As stated 
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before many important processes, which affect the recovery and grade of concentrate, 

take place in this phase, including entrainment and drainage. (Seher Ata 2012, pp. 1-2) 

Figure 4.4 presents the interactions in the pulp-froth interface. 

 

Figure 4.4. Interactions in the pulp-froth interface. (Flows: B = true flotation, E = 

entrainment, D = drainage, C = concentrate, F = feed and T = tailings) (Yianatos J. and 

Contreras F.  2010, p. 261) 

Flooding and boiling at the interface 

Interface loss, “flooding”, occurs when mean bubble diameter is small and superficial 

gas rate is high.  

If the bubble diameter is big and the gas rate is high, the gas hold up becomes unstable 

and larger bubbles rise rapidly and cause a significant disturbance at the pulp-froth 

interface, known as “boiling”. (Yianatos J.B. and Henri’quez F. 2007, pp. 625-626) 

Figure 4.5 shows the theoretical boundaries for mean a bubble diameter and superficial 

gas rate and the limit where flooding or boiling might occur. 
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Figure 4.5. Zone of distinctive pulp–froth interface and non-limited carrying capacity. 

(Sb = bubble surface area flux) (Yianatos J.B. and Henri’quez F. 2007, p. 626) 

Factors controlling froth stability: (Kirjavainen V.M. 1996, p. 29) 

1. Frother composition and dosage, 

2. Particle size and shape, 

3. Collecting reagents and dosage, 

4. Cations in the pulp and, 

5. Coagulation and flocculation of particles. 

Frothers 

The purpose of frothers is to make the froth more stable and thus decrease the 

entrainment and increase the flotation kinetics. A good frother should make the froth 

just stable enough for the froth to carry valuable minerals into the launders without 

affecting the collection process. If the froth is too stable when it enters the launders, it 

will cause problems in the subsequent process, i.e. froth build-up in thickeners. Frothers 

adsorb on air-liquid interface and reduce the surface tension, thus making the bubble 

more stable. [Wills 2006 B.A., pp. 276-277] 

There are four clear sub-processes that have an effect on particle detachment and re-

attachment in the froth phase (Seaman D. R.  et al. 2006, p. 842): 

1. Bubble coalescence, 

2. Particle detachment, 

3. Particle drainage of previously attached particles and, 

4. Particle re-attachment. 
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Bubble coalescence 

When the liquid content of the froth falls below critical value, bubbles tend to coalesce. 

This happens in the top part of the froth where the froth is dryer. One of the main 

reasons for the coalescence is a rupture of the thin liquid film that separates the two 

adjacent bubbles. Particles and surfactants are believed to have harming influence on 

film rupture. 

The presence of hydrophobic particles can also increase the bubble coalescence. When a 

particle is in the contact with the adjacent bubbles, it will try to move towards the 

central position in order to meet its contact angle requirement. If the contact angle is 

below the critical wetting degree the film will stay intact. If the contact angle is above 

critical wetting degree, the particle will dewet through both sides of the lamella and the 

film will rupture. This is the reason why particles should not be made too hydrophobic. 

The excess use of frothers might lead to the dryness and immobility of froth and these 

factors significantly affect the mass rate of solids flowing over the lip. It has also been 

found that the more the surface is covered in particles, the more time it takes for bubbles 

to coalesce, thus increasing froth stability. The high rate of coalescence may lead to the 

froth overloading also known as the maximum carrying capacity. Beyond this capacity, 

the further transportation of particles into concentrate drops rapidly, eventually leading 

to a point where no concentrate is entering the launders. (Seher Ata 2012, pp. 2-4) 

When the bubbles coalesce, the particles and fluid of the boundary fall to the base of 

new larger bubble. Afterwards the particles and fluid are either entrained back to the 

concentrate, drained back to pulp or some of the particles re-attach to bubble surfaces.  

Gourram-Badhi et al. (1997) found that upon coalescence, the less hydrophobic 

minerals detach more preferably than hydrophobic minerals. This may be due to the 

bubble oscillation caused by coalescence, which has been reported to cause a selective 

detachment. 

Particle detachment 

The hydrophobic particles detach from the bubble surfaces when enough force is 

applied to separate the particle from the aggregate (Seaman D.R. et al. 2006, p. 842). 

The particles return to pulp and from there they may re-attach and be transported back 
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into the froth. This detachment – re-attach process creates an internal flow between pulp 

and froth and may greatly reduce the flotation throughput. The detachment may also be 

a positive phenomenon, if it is selective with respect to either hydrophobicity or particle 

size. A selective detachment would greatly improve the concentrate grade by selectively 

dropping the gangue minerals from the froth. (Seher Ata 2012, p. 4) 

There are few reasons why particles detach from the bubble surface. One of the reasons 

is previously mentioned coalescence, which occurs on the base and surface of the froth. 

Another reason is that the bubble surface is overcrowded. This happens in heavily 

loaded froth or on the surface of the froth where bubbles are covered in particles. (Seher 

Ata 2012, p. 4) There is several particle detachment mechanisms presented in Figure 

4.6. They mostly present cases in pulp phase but (f) force of impact is related to the 

pulp-froth interface when the particle ascending from the pulp slows down in the 

interface colliding with the bubbles above. One of the reasons is previously mentioned 

bubble oscillation, where the aggregate collides with another moving or stationary 

object and starts to oscillate. (Seaman D.R. et al. 2006, p. 843) The particles attached to 

bubble reduce the frequency of oscillation and thus the bubbles with more coverage 

have less detachment when there is oscillation involved. Also the coarser particles 

during oscillation detach easier due their higher mass and momentum. (Seher Ata 2012, 

p. 4) 
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Figure 4.6. Several particle detachment mechanisms. (Klassen V. and Mokrousov V. 

1963 cited in Seaman D.R. et al. 2006, p. 843) 

Particle drainage 

Particle drainage is a selective process with respect to particle size and density, thus 

resulting in a finer and less dense mineral froth recovery. This is because of the faster 

drainage of the larger and denser particles as it was previously expressed in Figure 3.6. 

(Seaman D.R. et al. 2006, p. 844) Particle drainage is very important process in the 

froth phase, because it cleans the froth from the gangue minerals therefore affecting 

both the concentrate grade and recovery. (Seher Ata 2012, p. 6) 

Particle re-attachment 

Particles detached in the top section of froth may re-attach bubbles as they descent 

within the liquid inside froth. They can either replace the weakly attached particles or 

attach on the free bubbles surfaces. (Seaman D.R. et al. 2006, p. 844) 

Particle role in froth behaviour 

As already stated before, the particles have an effect on froth stability. Hydrophobic 

particles either stabilize froth or cause coalescence depending on their hydrophobicity 

and the hydrophilic particles have little or no effect. There are few mechanisms 
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presented in the literature to explain how hydrophobic particles stabilize the film layer. 

One is that when a particle is attached in liquid-gas interface, the curvature of the 

interface changes, thus a pressure difference between a film layer and Plateau border is 

lowered and because of that the fluid drainage is reduced, resulting in more stable froth 

(Kumangai et al. 1991, cited in Seher Ata 2012, pp. 8-9). Another suggestion is that the 

closely packed hydrophobic particles in the film provide protection against the capillary 

pressure. Also the sub-micron particles create a strong barrier against the bubble 

coalescence. The particle shape also has an influence and the rougher particles rupture 

the film at lower contact angles. (Seher Ata 2012, pp. 8-9) 

4.3 Parameters affecting dynamics of flotation 

There are lots of parameters affecting flotation dynamics as stated previously in this 

thesis. Gas dispersion is considered a very important parameter. It has direct impact on 

flotation performance. Gas dispersion is dispersion of air into bubbles. There are several 

parameters affecting gas dispersion and they are presented in this chapter. (Miskovic 

Sanja 2011, p. 30)  

4.3.1 Superficial gas velocity (Jg) 

Superficial gas velocity is the bubble’s ascending velocity related to cross sectional area 

of the cell: 

    𝐽𝑔 =
𝑄𝑔

𝐴
 [cm/s],                             (2) 

where Qg = volumetric air flow (m
3
/s) and A = cross sectional area of the cell (m

2
). 

Superficial gas velocity is relative to the air addition rate and can indicate local flow 

patterns. Controlling of the air rate is very important, because the excessive air rate 

increases the bubble size as the impeller/stator system is not capable of dispersing all air 

(see Section 4.1) and thus it decreases the flotation performance. If all air is not 

dispersed, it will cause the cell to boil in the pulp-froth interface (see Section 4.2.3). 

Typical superficial gas velocities in Outotec cells are 0,5 – 1,5 cm/s. Gas velocity is 

higher inside the cell because the cell cross area decreases in the froth zone (i.e. froth 

cones decrease cross sectional area of the cell. Froth cone is a cone in the froth phase, 
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which linearly decreases the diameter of the froth phase to boost the vertical movement 

of the froth towards launders).  

In Figure 4.7 a typical superficial gas velocity profile across a cell is presented. Gas 

velocity measurements performed radially across a cell can provide important 

information on gas dispersion efficiency. For example if the profile varies on different 

sides of the cell, it could mean that the stators are worn unevenly. (Coleman Rob 2009, 

p. 3) 

 

Figure 4.7. A typical superficial gas velocity profile across a cell. (Coleman Rob 2009, 

p. 3) 

Another important application for superficial gas velocity is having the velocity profiles 

for whole flotation banks. Profiles can be increasing (velocity is higher in the next cell), 

decreasing (velocity is lower in the next cell), balanced (velocity is same in all cells) or 

unbalanced (velocity varies between cells). (Coleman Rob 2009, p. 3) There have been 

several studies using these profiles (Copper et al. 2004, Aslan and Boz 2010 cited in 

Seher Ata 2012, p. 9) and in those cases the increasing profile gives the best grade-

recovery curve over decreasing and balanced profiles. According to Coleman Rob 

(2009), changing from the unbalanced profile to the increasing profile in a cleaner 

circuit at some unmentioned concentrator improved their recovery by 30 % at the same 

concentrate grade. (Coleman Rob 2009, p. 4) 

One possible reason has been presented for the better grade with increasing profile: 

when less air is introduced in the first cell, fewer particles are leaving the cell. This way 
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the floatable particles spread more evenly throughout the whole flotation bank and the 

froth is more mineralized and stable even in the last cells. The increase in recovery may 

be due to the shorter residence time the particles spend in the froth, because especially 

in the last cells the particles are mainly slow floaters and therefore they are more easily 

detached in the froth phase. (Seher Ata 2012, pp. 9-10) 

4.3.2 Gas hold up (εg) 

Gas hold up is the volume of the gas inside pulp zone: 

    𝜀𝑔 =
𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑝 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒

𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑝 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
        (3) 

The increase in gas volume in pulp, decreases pulp volume, thus decreasing residence 

time available for flotation. Gas volume is dependent on the amount of air added to the 

cell and is a function of viscosity. A typical gas hold up in Outotec flotation cells is 

limited between 5 % and 15 % of total pulp volume. This is to maximize the cell 

volume and the residence time. (Coleman Rob 2009, p. 1) 

4.3.3 Bubble size 

Three hydrodynamic processes that affect bubble size (or bubble size distribution) 

(Miskovic Sanja 2011, p. 34) are: 

1. Bubble formation in impeller/stator area, 

2. Bubble breakup and, 

3. Bubble coalescence. 

Majority of the bubbles are formed between the impeller and stator blades, which is a 

maximum energy dissipation zone of the cell.  

Bubble breakup occurs when shear flow and turbulence cause hydrodynamic pressure 

on the bubble’s surface. In addition to turbulence, eddies also can cause bubble breakup. 

Eddies (currents in the fluid) in the range of 0,2d – d can cause a bubble breakup of 

bubbles with diameter d. Smaller eddies have no real effect on bubbles and bigger ones 

only move the bubbles. If the hydrodynamic forces in the liquid are larger than the 

surface tension force of the bubble, the bubble may break into smaller bubbles. 

(multiple authors cited in Miskovic Sanja 2011, pp. 34-35) 
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The rate of bubble coalescence in pulp is related to the frequency of collisions between 

bubbles moving in the turbulent zone. When two bubbles collide, the approaching 

velocity has to be sufficient enough to counter the pressure rise due to the liquid being 

forced out between bubbles. (multiple authors cited in Miskovic Sanja 2011, pp. 36-37) 

The local bubble size and bubble size distribution depends on multiple variables 

(Miskovic Sanja 2011, pp. 38-39): 

1. Total gas intake, 

2. Total supplied energy, 

3. Physical and chemical properties of solids and liquid phases, 

4. Impeller/stator design, 

5. Impeller’s relative location to the bottom of the cell and, 

6. Size and geometry of the cell. 

The mean bubble size is generally defined as: (Huimin Liu 1999, p. 239) 

    𝐷𝑝𝑘 = √
∑ 𝑛𝑖∙𝐷

𝑖
𝑝𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑛𝑖∙𝐷𝑖
𝑘𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑝−𝑘

 ,        (4) 

where Di is equivalent to spherical bubble diameter, n is number of bubbles and ni is the 

number of bubble in size class i. 

There are several different mean bubble size definitions (p and k numbers): (Huimin Liu 

1999, p. 240) 

1. D10 = Arithmetic mean (length), 

2. D20 = Surface mean (surface area), 

3. D21 = Length mean (surface area-length), 

4. D30 = Volume mean (volume), 

5. D31 = Length mean (volume-length), 

6. D32 = Sauter mean (SMD, volume-surface), 

7. D43 = Herdan mean (De Brouckere or Herdan weight). 

Most commonly used diameter is the D32 or SMD, Sauter Mean Diameter. The typical 

bubble size in flotation is 0,5 – 2,5 mm. (Miskovic Sanja 2011, p. 32) According to 

some studies, following limits for the bubble size are presented (Yianatos J.B. and 

Henri’quez F. 2007, p. 627): 
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Decreasing mean bubble diameter < 0,5 – 1 mm 

 lower bubble surface area flux, 

 lower mineral carrying capacity and, 

 loss of pulp–froth interface (flooding). 

Increasing mean bubble diameter > 1,5 – 2 mm 

 lower bubble surface area flux, 

 lower mineral carrying capacity, 

 larger mineral entrainment into the froth and, 

 greater disturbance at the interface level (boiling). 

4.3.4 Bubble surface area flux 

Bubble surface area flux is the amount of bubble surface area rising up in a flotation cell 

per cross-sectional area per unit time. (Coleman Rob, 2009, p. 4) 

    𝑆𝑏 = 6
𝐽𝑔

𝑑32
 [1/s],                             (5)              

where Jg = superficial gas velocity [cm/s]  and d32 = Sauter mean bubble diameter [m]. 

Bubble surface area flux is used as a direct measure of the pulp zone flotation 

efficiency. The greater the bubble area flux, the higher the recovery of the pulp zone is. 

Typical surface area flux values in Outotec flotation cells are between 30 and 60 s
-1

. 

(Coleman Rob 2009, p. 4) 

4.3.5 Air recovery 

Air recovery is the amount of air recovered to the concentrate. Air exits the flotation 

system in two ways, either in the air (bubble coalescence or bubble breakup) or in the 

concentrate. Air recovery can be considered as an important parameter to determine the 

froth performance, since air fraction in the concentrate that is recovered from the air 

introduced in the system is related to how much particles attached to bubbles are 

recovered to the concentrate. For example low air recovery indicates that there is lots of 

bubble breakup/coalescence taking place. One way to calculate air recovery is to use 

following equation (Crosbie Robert et al. 2009, p. 10): 
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    𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 100
𝑉𝑓∙ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑝∙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝−𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐

𝑄𝑔
,       (6)  

where Vf = velocity of the froth perpendicular to the lip [m/s], hlip = height of the froth 

above the lip [m], llip = lip length of the flotation cell [m], Qconc = volumetric flow rate 

of the concentrate [m
3
/s] and Qg = volumetric air flow (m

3
/s). 

4.3.6 Froth mean residence time 

Froth residence time, or froth retention time, is the time that takes for the particle-

bubble aggregate to rise from the bottom of the froth to the top of the froth and move 

from there to the concentrate launder, thus making it an important parameter, because 

the longer the time is, the more likely the bubble is to coalescence or burst. The 

residence time is dependent on the location where the particle enters the froth phase. 

Therefore froth residence time is dependent on two variables: the time the particle takes 

to rise vertically on top of the lip level and the time the particle takes travelling 

horizontally to the concentrate launder. The mean froth residence time with froth 

bursting on the top surface (Zheng X. et al. 2004 pp. 985-987) is: 

    𝜏𝑓 =
𝐻𝑓∙ 𝑓

𝐽𝑔
+

ℎ𝑓∙ 𝑓

𝐽𝑔−𝛿
 [s]        (7) 

where Hf = the froth height between the pulp-froth interface [m] and the lip, εf = gas 

hold up inside the froth, Jg = superficial gas velocity [cm/s], hf = thickness of the 

overflow froth, δ = froth stability parameter (volume of the froth burst per unit time per 

unit surface area) [m
3
/s/m

2
]. Left part of the equation 7 indicates vertical velocity and 

right part indicates horizontal velocity. 

It can be seen from Equation 7 that the froth bursting slows down the horizontal froth 

transportation (δ is bigger as more bursting happens) thus the froth mean residence time 

is longer. This mean residence time seems to be constant even if the cell size is varied, 

thus more or less froth bursting occurs. Parameter δ is constant for the given flotation 

system only, because it depends on the froth properties. (Zheng X. et al. 2004 p. 987) 
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4.3.7 Froth recovery 

Froth recovery is defined as the fraction of the floatable particles that enter the froth 

phase which are recovered to the concentrate. Froth recovery is usually used as a 

measure of froth performance. Gorain B.K. (1998) suggested that there is a strong 

correlation between the froth recovery and froth residence time as seen from following 

equation. (Seger Ata 2012, p. 7) 

    𝑅𝑓 = 1 − |1 − exp (−𝜆 ∙ 𝜏𝑓)| ,       (8) 

where λ = parameter that depends on the physical and chemical properties of the froth 

and τf = froth residence time. There are also other ways in the literature to describe froth 

recovery in certain processes which are not presented here. (Yianatos J.B.  et al. 2008, 

p. 818) 

4.3.8 Flotation rate constant 

Flotation rate constant can be used to describe a metallurgical performance of the 

flotation cell. It has been presented that the flotation rate constant is linearly related to 

the bubble surface area flux in the shallow froth depths. At the intermediate and deep 

froth depths, the first order rate constant can be described as (Gorain B.K. et al. 1998, 

pp. 620-621): 

    𝑘 = 𝑃 ∙ 𝑆𝑏 ∙ 𝑅𝑓 [s
-1

],        (9) 

where P = floatability (dimensionless), Sb = bubble surface area flux [s
-1

] and Rf = froth 

recovery. 

4.3.9 Slurry rheology 

Rheology is the study of the deformation and flow behaviour of fluid under applied 

stress. Rheological behaviour is important in the slurry transportation, but it has an 

effect on the flotation dynamics as well. In the flotation the rheological behaviour of the 

slurry can be used as an indicator of the level of inter-particle interaction or aggregation. 

This inter-particle interaction may have its effect on the mineral separation. Direct 

measuring of rheological properties is difficult. (Farrokhpay Saeed 2012, pp. 272-273) 
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Suspensions can be either Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids. Newtonian fluids 

behave linearly as non-Newtonian fluids behave non-linearly, respectively. When the 

solid mineral amount in slurry increases, the fluid tends to shift towards non-Newtonian 

behaviour, thus increasing viscosity. As the viscosity is the slope of the curve in the 

shear stress – shear rate plot and in non-Newtonian fluid the curve is not linear, the 

viscosity is called apparent viscosity. 

When considering the reagents for flotation, rheology should also be considered. They 

have effect on apparent viscosity and flow properties; the usage of the right reagents 

helps to disperse slimes and reduces pulp viscosity, therefore possibly increase recovery 

and grade. It has been reported that the increase in the viscosity of flotation medium 

increases the stability of bubble-particle aggregates.  

Froth can be classified according to its rheological behaviour. A good froth consist of 

small mineralized bubbles that can be broken down on the surface of the froth without 

forming larger tougher bubbles and the froth should be neither too runny nor too 

viscous. A runny froth with low froth loading is watery, excessively mobile and 

unstable. A viscous froth with high froth loading has lower mobility. These froth 

properties can be used to adjust the operating parameters. (Farrokhpay Saeed 2012, pp. 

273-275) 

4.3.10 Carrying capacity 

Carrying capacity can be defined as the maximum carrying rate, which is defined as the 

mass of solid per unit time per cell cross-sectional area. Carrying capacity can be 

reached easiest when there is a large amount of minerals to be transported, i.e. cleaner 

stages with high recoveries, low bubble surface area flux and very fine particle size. 

Carrying capacity is an important parameter when designing the flotation equipment 

and making the operation diagnosis. (Yianatos J.B. and Contreras F.A.  2010, p. 346) 

4.4 Measurements and control in froth flotation 

The complexity and interactions between the variables make controlling flotation 

processes challenging. Adding the lag times and feed variations, the process is even 
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more complex to control. It has been estimated that there are approximately 100 

variables that affect the flotation processes. The flotation process control can be divided 

into three to four inter-connected hierarchy layers shown in Figure 4.8. 

The lowest level is the basis of all process control, the instrumentation. Instrumentation 

provides the information how the process is working and therefore choosing the right 

instrumentation and maintaining it properly is a key to a proper process control. 

Base level control is the most basic control systems maintaining certain primary 

variables at their set points. Generally conventional single-input, single-output PID 

control is used and traditionally the basic control is used to control single cells. It can be 

used to control for example pulp level, air flowrate and reagent addition rate. 

Higher levels; advanced flotation control (AFC) and optimizing flotation control (OFC) 

are used to control the final performance parameters like recovery and grade of the 

concentrate. AFC is used to remove disturbances like feed grade changes and control 

the recovery and grade. OFC is used to maximize the recovery and grade. (Shean B.J. 

and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 58) 

 
Figure 4.8. Process control system level hierarchy for flotation processes. (Laurila et al. 

2002 cited in Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 58) 

Key variables in the flotation process could be considered the following (Laurila et al. 

2002 cited in Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 59): 

 pulp levels in cells, 

 air flowrates into cells, 

 chemical reagents and their addition rate (frothers, collectors, depressants, 

activators), 
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 froth properties (speed, bubble size distribution, froth stability), 

 froth wash water rate (especially in flotation columns), 

 electrochemical parameters/potentials (pH, Eh, conductivity), 

 particle properties (size distribution, shape, degree of mineral liberation), 

 mineralogical composition of the ore, 

 mineral concentrations in the feed, concentrate and tailings (recovery, grade), 

 slurry properties (density, solids content) and, 

 slurry flow rate (retention time). 

4.4.1 Pulp level control 

Controlling the pulp level inside a flotation cell is important as the pulp level also 

indicates the froth depth and the froth depth is an important parameter in the flotation 

efficiency. 

Most common pulp level measurements include floating with a target plate and 

ultrasonic transmitter, floating with angle arms and capacitive angle transmitter and 

reflex radar. Other used methods: hydrostatic pressure measurement, microwave radar 

and ultrasonic transmitters and conductivity and capacitance measurement. Measuring 

the pulp level is not trivial because the pulp-froth interface is not stable and the 

variations in the slurry/froth often exist. (Laurila et al. 2002, Carr et al. 2009 cited in in 

Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 60) 

Dart and pinch valves are generally used to control the flow. Valve options are limited 

due to the eroding conditions and the large variations in the flowrate. (Carr et al. 2009 

cited in in Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 60) 

Multiple authors report that commonly PI control is used to control pulp levels at their 

desired set points. Controlling the tailings flow from each individual cell using this 

method is effective but when there are multiple cells in the flotation bank, controlling 

one cell flow interrupts the next cell, etc. and therefore simply by using PI controlling 

for pulp level control is not optional. (Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 60) 
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Multivariable control is used to control the flotation banks more efficiently by 

modelling the whole bank and the compensations between the adjacent cells are 

calculated and/or considered. (Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 60) 

4.4.2 Air flowrates 

Air flowrate control is important as the cell reacts to air flowrate changes fast and it is 

an effective control variable. 

Laurila et al. 2002 (cited Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 60) reports that most 

common air flowrate measurements include a thermal gas mass flow sensor, a 

differential pressure meter with venture tube and a differential pressure transmitter with 

Pitot tube or annular tube. The butterfly valves are used to control the airflow due to 

their low price yet they still are effective for this purpose. (Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 

2011, p. 60) 

Multiple authors agree that the control of air flow to cells is quite simple by just using 

well-tuned feedback/feedforward PI/PID control loop. Also controlling the airflow for 

the whole flotation cell bank is advantageous. (Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 61) 

4.4.3 Reagent addition 

Reagent addition is usually applied by just simple on-off type dosing or a meter pump.  

Reagent addition is typically controlled by the simple feed-forward ratio-type controller. 

The addition is controlled by the ore feed rate (e.g. grams of reagent per ton of ore). 

Online XRF (X-ray fluorescence) data may be used to alter the set point also. The 

collector addition is more commonly controlled than the frother rate which is usually 

being set manually. (Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 62) 

4.4.4 Froth properties 

Superficial gas velocity measurement sensors, gas hold up measurement sensors and 

bubble size measurement sensors are used to measure gas dispersion parameters. Gas 

dispersion is an important factor considering grade and recovery. Also machine vision is 

used to control froth properties. Machine vision offers on-line measurement of froth 
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velocity which has been suggested having a significant influence on grade and recovery. 

Machine vision also offers faster measurements than XRF offering better possibilities to 

develop more predictive systems. (Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, pp. 63-64) 

4.4.5 Eh, pH and conductivity control 

Eh, pH and conductivity are measured using electrodes. A problem in the flotation plant 

is that these electrodes are contaminated easily and require regular maintenance. 

Eh control usually involves adding nitrogen or air to the system to alter the 

electrochemical potential. pH control is maintained by adding lime or acid. PID control 

loops are adequate for this. A lag time makes controlling a bit more challenging so it 

must be taken into the consideration. (Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 62) 

4.4.6 Slurry properties 

Roesch et al. (1976) reported that the nuclear density meters are commonly used to 

measure density. Some of the online XRF analysers also have the capability to measure 

density and solids content. Density is usually used for the mass balance calculations and 

the control of density is normally performed in the grinding circuits. (cited in Shean B.J. 

and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 62) 

4.4.7 Slurry flowrate 

Magnetic flow meters are commonly used to measure the slurry flowrates. The valves or 

variable speed pumps are used to control the flowrate. 

Slurry flow rates are not usually set to a certain set point and are used more to control 

other variables such as pulp levels. Slurry flowrates are used for the mass balance and 

re-circulation load calculations and they are important for the reagent addition control. 

(Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 61) 

4.4.8 Elemental analysis 

According to Garrido et al. (2008), XRF are now considered as a standard hardware on 

the floatation plants. XRF online analysis makes it possible to sample multiple points of 
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the process. Laurila et al. (2002), Bergh and Yianatos (2011) report that the sampling 

usually takes less than minute and the sampling cycle times depend on how many 

samples there are in the cycle. (cited in Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, p. 61) 

The online chemical analysis is crucial for the effective control. The long sampling 

cycles disturb the control of process and also the high frequency disturbances can be 

missed. This decreases the quality of the control, thus having negative economic 

impacts. (Wills and Napier-Munn 2006 cited in Shean B.J. and Cilliers J.J. 2011, pp. 

61-62) 
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5 AITIK’S CLEANER PROCESS 

The cleaner process in Aitik consists of four consecutive cleaner banks as shown in 

Figure 5.1. All the cells in the first cleaner are Outotec TankCell
®
 -50 cells and all the 

cells in the second, third and fourth cleaner are Outotec TankCell
®
 -40 cells.  

The first cleaner is cleaning the reground scavenger concentrate and second cleaner’s 

tailings and it consists of two parallel lines, line A and B. Both lines have seven cells 

and the lines are separated into three + four cells. The first three cells and last four cells 

have a different operation in the process. The first three cells’ concentrate is combined 

into the second cleaner feed and the last four cells’ concentrate is combined into the 

rougher feed. The first cleaner acts as a secondary rougher-scavenger stage and the real 

grade upgrading begins in the second cleaner. Tailings are the final tailings combined 

with scavenger tailings. 

The second cleaner is cleaning the first cleaner concentrate, reground rougher 

concentrate and third and fourth cleaner tailings. It consists of one line of five cells. 

Second cleaner concentrate is third cleaner feed and the tailings are combined into the 

first cleaner feed.  

The third cleaner is cleaning the second cleaner concentrate and it consists of one line of 

four cells. Third cleaner concentrate is fourth cleaner feed and the tailings are combined 

into second cleaner feed.  

The fourth cleaner is cleaning the third cleaner concentrate and it consists of three cells. 

Fourth cleaner concentrate is the final concentrate of the process and the tailings are 

combined into second cleaner feed. 
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Figure 5.1. Aitik cleaner process. 

Cleaner process is mostly used to separate chalcopyrite and pyrite and lime is the only 

chemical added in the process (into re-grinding mills) to make the pH suitable for the 

efficient separation. The process determines the grade of the final concentrate and in 

most cases as stated before the grade should be as high as possible without losing the 

recovery. The required grade is determined by the smelter and in Aitik case, recently the 

smelter has demanded more sulphur to be used as a fuel in their process. This 

deteriorates the final grade of the concentrate and makes the cleaner process little more 

difficult to run at its maximum efficiency. As the cleaning happens in several 

consecutive steps, the grade gets higher after each step and some cells could be closed 

to achieve the required grade. 

Another thing that makes this cleaning process a bit difficult to run is that it has many 

tailings flows going back to the earlier stages as seen in Figure 5.1. For example this 

means that removing more copper in some cleaner stage then it will reduce the copper 
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grade in the feed of a previous stage as less copper is returned in the tailings, changing 

the amount of floatable particles, thus affecting the flotation.  

5.1 First cleaner 

First cleaner has to deal with the lowest grade in the feed. This makes the control and 

optimization of the process more challenging. Froth should be kept as mineralized as 

possible therefore as stable as possible without floating too much gangue. Also the first 

cleaner has an influence on the recovery of the whole process because the copper grade 

in the tailings should be minimized. This makes it even more challenging as the last four 

cells feed material back into the beginning of the process and therefore keeping the 

recovery good without recovering too much gangue in the last cells has to be 

compromised well. Therefore the first cleaner analysis is made to provide the 

information about the performance of the whole cleaner (A-line only) from the bottom 

to the top of each cell. 

5.1.1 Sampling and analysing 

Sampling the first cleaner was carried out on 4.2.2015 and it was done during the same 

day. Sampling in the first cleaner was carried out using a custom sampler. It consists of 

a one litre cylinder which has a lid on both ends. The lids are closed using pneumatics. 

The sampler is attached to a steel pole so it can be sunk inside the cell. The cylinder is 

held in an upright position inside cell and the lids are opened via controller above the 

cell. The upwards moving pulp moves inside the cylinder and gets trapped there when 

the lids are closed. This way it is also possible to calculate the air hold up value for each 

sample point. 

Sampling was carried out in the A-line as it is shown in Table 1. Samples from 3,5 m 

under surface to 50 cm under froth were taken with the sampler in upright position and 

from 25 cm to middle froth the sampler were taken with the sampler sideways. Also 

feed, third cell tailings (fourth cell feed) and seventh cell tailings samples were taken. 

Top of froth and total froth samples were taken with just a simple bucket. Top of froth 

sample was taken from the same location horizontally as the other samples and the total 

froth sample was taken from the lip overflow wherever it was possible. Both pulp and 
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dry weight of the samples were measured to get w-%. The samples were taken 

approximately in the point shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2. Sample point for first cleaner cells. 

This kind of sampling was decided to execute to get a good overview how the cell 

works from the mixing zone to top of the froth. The sampling frequency was higher 

closer to the pulp-froth interface to observe better how the pulp differs when the 

interface is getting closer. Taking the samples near the interface, especially 10 cm under 

froth and bottom froth proved to be challenging. The sampler was made of steel 

weighing quite a lot so it was impossible to feel the pulp-froth interface when the 

sampler passed through it. Therefore sampling depth was calculated from ABB froth 

depth data which was not constant during the day but the variations were just in 

centimetres. So there should be a precaution when considering mentioned samples and 

as seen later, few of these samples were not taken fully inside pulp or froth as intended. 

Also the middle froth samples were not taken from the cells four to seven because the 

froth depth was shallower and it would have been more difficult to get a representative 

sample. Froth samples from the cells five and six in A-line might also be labelled wrong 

when sampling. Actually the cell five froth samples could be the cell six froth samples 

and vice versa. The reason for this can be seen later in the figures. 
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Table 1. First cleaner A-line sampling points. Values are distance from the surface. 

Sample Cell 1 

[cm] 

Cell 2 

[cm] 

Cell 3 

[cm] 

Cell 4 

[cm] 

Cell 5 

[cm] 

Cell 6 

[cm] 

Cell 7 

[cm] 

Total froth x x x x x x x 

Top of froth x x x x x x x 

Middle froth 44 41 39,5     

Bottom froth 73 67 64 31 31 49 25 

10 cm under froth 98 92 89 56 56 74 50 

25 cm under froth 113 107 104 71 71 89 65 

50 cm under froth 138 132 129 96 96 114 90 

1,8 m under surface 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 

2,5 m under surface 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 

3,5 m under surface 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 

Froth depth (ABB) 88 82 79 46 46 64 40 

Some samples were also taken from B-line to compare the lines because their 

parameters differentiate slightly (air flow and froth depth) to the corresponding cell in 

A-line. Sampling in B-line is presented in Table 2. The feed, third cell tailings (fourth 

cell feed) and seventh cell tailings were taken here also. The full sampling in B-line 

would have taken too much time so only the total froth samples were taken with few 

additional samples from the first cell. All but the total froth sample from B-line’s first 

cell were most likely taken from right at the interface and the result were strange, so 

those results are not considered here at all. 

Table 2. First cleaner B-line sampling points. 

Sample Cell 1 

[cm] 

Cell 2 

[cm] 

Cell 3 

[cm] 

Cell 4 

[cm] 

Cell 5 

[cm] 

Cell 6 

[cm] 

Cell 7 

[cm] 

Total froth x x x x x x x 

Bottom froth 68       

10 cm under froth 93       

25 cm under froth 108       

50 cm under froth 133       

Froth depth (ABB) 83 85 83 34 66 46 66 

Handling and analysing of the samples were carried out in Boliden laboratory in 

Boliden. Each of the samples was fractioned to -10, 10-20, 20-45, 45-63, 63-90, 90-125 

and +125 µm fractions. +125 μm was good as the coarsest value because there was very 

little +180 µm fraction in the feed therefore analysing the samples in XRF would have 

proved to be impossible. Each of the fractions was analysed using XRF-analyser to get 

the mineral/metal grades of interest. -45 µm and +45 µm fractions were separated using 
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a wet sieve. 45-63, 63-90, 90-125 and +125 µm fractions were dry sieved and -10, 10-

20 and 20 µm fractions were micro sieved. Also a QEMScan analysis was supposed to 

be taken from the feed in A-line, but the QEMScan was in use all spring so no mineral 

analysis was done for the samples. Some of the charts have chalcopyrite (CP), pyrite 

and non-sulphuric gangue (NSG) values in them. Those values are calculated with the 

assumption that ~100 % of all copper is in chalcopyrite and the remaining sulphur is in 

pyrite and the rest are NSG. 

5.1.2 A-line results 

Results here are split into two sections: under froth and froth to better examine both 

pulp and froth phases. 

Under froth 

As stated in the introduction, one of the purposes of this thesis was to examine if there 

was “thickening” effect below the pulp-froth interface in the cells. Figure 5.3 illustrates 

the mass percentage of solids under the froth for whole A-line. It seems that the pulp 

gets thicker in the first cell as it is closing on the pulp-froth interface. It jumps from 

around 10% to about 18 % in the last 50 cm just beneath the interface. Same is 

happening in the second and third cell but in much smaller scale. There the difference is 

only about 2-3 %. This could be explained due the fact that the first cell has more 

floatable minerals, thus the interactions between pulp and froth are more intense. Also it 

is possible that the samples near the interface were too close to the interface and do not 

represent the truth fully. The same trend occurs inside the froth also as seen in Figure 

5.10.  
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Figure 5.3. First cleaner A-line mass percentage of solids below froth. 

Also from Figure 5.4 it is obvious that the particle size distribution becomes coarser 

when closing the interface. P80 deeper than 50 cm under froth is about 45 μm and P80 

for 25 cm under froth is about 63 µm and close to the interface it is already almost 90 

µm. Same occurs also in other cells but with less coarser particles present (see 

Appendix A). Comparing this with Figure 5.5, which is from a study by S. Grönstrand 

et al. (2006) of FloatForce and DGG (dispersed gas guidance, which is basically a 

simple design to direct flow outside the stator that affects bubbly slurry exiting the rotor 

and stator) effect on mixing from the old Aitik concentrator from 2005, it is obvious that 

the profiles are different. The scale in Figure 5.5 is different and there is no data for -45 

µm fractions and even though the latter figure is from a scavenger with a smaller cell 

size (OK-38) with the DGG installed, still the mixing profile looks similar to the Figure 

5.4 deeper in the pulp (under 50 cm). This indicates that the mixing inside the cell is 

good when the interface is not close and the coarser particles are slightly accumulated 

closer to the interface. 
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Figure 5.4. First cleaner, A-line, cell one particle distribution. 

 

Figure 5.5. Mixing profile of an old Aitik scavenger OK-38 flotation cell with a 

FloatForce mechanism equipped with a DGG (dispersed gas guidance). (Grönstrand S. 

et al. 2006, p. 153) 

In Figure 5.6 cells’ 1-3 mass percentages are split into fractions. The most interesting 

thing in that figure is that the coarser fractions (+90 µm) w-% increases closer to the 
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interface. Same effect was seen in Figure 5.4. It seems to happen in each cell, also in 

cells four to seven (see Appendix B), but the effect is most visible in the first three cells. 

Same phenomenon seems to be happening with 63-90 µm and with 45-63 µm fractions 

the effect being smaller as particle size goes down. Small fraction proportions are 

diminishing respectively. This could mean that the coarsest particles drained back from 

the froth are accumulating in some degree under the interface instead of descending 

down the cell. This could be due inadequate down flow from the interface back to the 

mixing zone. Does this really have an effect in the froth, it is difficult to tell. The grade 

in the fraction is rather getting higher than lower. 

 

Figure 5.6. First cleaner A-line cells one to three particle distributions under froth. 
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It was noticed before that the proportion of coarser particles is getting little higher closer 

to the interface. In Figure 5.7 is material distribution for cells one to three (cells four to 

seven are in Appendix C). The charts are splitting each fraction into proportion of 

chalcopyrite (CP), pyrite and non-sulphuric gangue (NSG). It is noticeable that the 

proportion of gangue is higher in the coarser particle size and the proportion of 

chalcopyrite is higher in the finer particle size. For example about 55 % of the NSG is in 

+45 µm and about 61 % of the chalcopyrite is in -45 µm in cell one, 10 cm under froth. 

This is noticeable in other cells as well but with smaller difference. Here the same 

increase in coarse particle proportion is noticeable in each cell as it was in particle 

distributions, as the NSG proportion is getting higher in +125 µm particle size as the 

interface is getting closer. It also increases the CP portion. Pyrite also seems to be 

mostly in the finer fractions and the coarsest fractions barely have any pyrite in them. 
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Figure 5.7. First cleaner A-line cells one to three material distributions. 

Particle size for the first cleaner tailings is fine as seen in Figure 5.8. P50 for the A-line 

tailings is about 20 µm and for the first three cells’ tailings it is about 34 µm. Although 

the feed is even finer (P50 is about 16 µm), CP is even more distributed in the -10 µm 

fraction as seen comparing to the tailings (Figure 5.9) and the feed (Figure 5.7) material 

distributions. There is about 10 % difference between CP distributions. About two 
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thirds of all the copper left in the tailings is in -10 µm fraction and only about one sixth 

is in +45 µm. In the feed just over half of all the copper is in -10 µm and about the same 

one sixth is in +45 µm. If the fines could be recovered more efficiently, even with the 

cost of losing coarser particles, it would decrease the copper grade in the tailings. 

Considering the scavenger part (cells four to seven) of the first cleaner, the grade in the 

coarsest particles decreases as seen in Figure 5.8. Also the -10 µm fraction grade 

decreases about one third. The middle fractions already have a low grade and they do 

not decrease at all. Overall it seems that the cells float the 10 µm – 90 µm fractions 

effectively and it is the coarsest fractions and finest fraction where the flotation is not as 

effective, as it was already mentioned before in Section 3.3. 

 

Figure 5.8. First cleaner particle distribution for feed, cell three and cell seven tailings. 
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Figure 5.9. First cleaner A-line cell three and cell seven tailings material distribution. 

Froth 

It was previously stated that the froth phase is the most important phase regarding the 

grade. Solid content in the top of froth is between 33 - 50 % as seen in Figure 5.10. It is 

a little bit higher in the deeper froth section (cells one to three). The difference between 

cells one to three and cells four to seven should be bigger considering the froth depth 

and the latter cells should have wetter and less mineralized froth. This could be 

explained by the fact that less mineralized froth is more unstable and the flotation in 

those cells is so slow that the froth barely reaches the top; therefore it is also dry at the 

top. All the total froth samples in the first cleaner are from the overflow, so it is taken 

before the wash water is added to them. 
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Figure 5.10. First cleaner A-line mass percentage of solids in froth. 

The effect of drainage in froth can be seen from Figure 5.11, especially in the first and 

third cell where the coarser particle w-% drops quite much after the middle point in the 

froth. It seems that +45 µm particle sizes are quite rapidly drained back to the pulp. 

Also it seems that the finer particle sizes are drained more rapidly in the lower half of 

the froth. The effect is different in cells four to seven as seen from Figure 5.12 except 

the fifth cell. The w-% of the coarser particles is actually getting higher when reaching 

the top of the froth. It could be that the froth is not deep enough to effectively drain 

back the coarse particles. It can also be seen here, how the w-% and -10 µm curves 

follow each other, proving that the previously mentioned entrainment is higher when the 

froth is wetter. Here is the first time that the mix up between fifth and sixth cell froth 

samples could be obvious. The fifth cell looks different from the cells four and six and 

seven. This difference could be explained by the froth depth, but the froth is deeper only 

in sixth cell and this supports the idea that the samples could have been wrongly labeled 

during the sampling process. 
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Figure 5.11. First cleaner A-line cells one to three particle distributions in froth phase. 

 

Figure 5.12. First cleaner A-line cells four to seven particle distributions in froth phase. 
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Figure 5.13 shows the same effect that was seen under the froth in Figure 5.7 that the 

chalcopyrite is mostly in the finer particle size (-45 µm) and a big portion of the NSG is 

in +45 µm. -10 µm becomes more dominant chalcopyrite fraction further the line yet -

10 µm NSG fraction remains relatively same as seen in Figure 5.14. There is very little 

pyrite in the coarsest fractions in the froth too. The concentrate from each of the cells 

four to seven have over 30 w-% -10 µm fraction, which has the most CP in it. As this is 

the feed to the rougher, it means that the roughers and scavengers would need to recover 

the fine CP particles, which is not ideal when the air flow is higher. This could mean 

that even though they are recovered in the cleaners, some part of them still end up in 

tailings in the scavengers.  

 

Figure 5.13. First cleaner A-line cells 1-3 material distributions in froth phase. 
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Figure 5.14. First cleaner A-line cells four to seven material distributions in froth phase. 

5.1.3 A-line summary 

From Figure 5.15 it is obvious that the CP grade starts to improve around the middle of 

the froth. The grade seems to be increasing quite steadily from the bottom of the froth to 

the middle and after that it increases faster. Same thing happens with NSG in Figure 

5.17, except in the opposite direction if course. Even though the froth depth is about the 

double in the first three cells compared to the last four cells, there does not seem to be 

big difference in grade among the cells apart from the first cell and cell five. This could 

mean that since the froths have quite the same w-%, the entrainment happens in same 

copper-gangue proportion in each cell and it is dominating the true flotation. From 

Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 it can be seen that the copper grade follows the -10 µm 

fraction in some extend. Also the first cell is floating most of the CP and the second and 

third cell cannot handle the lower grade that well and the total froth grade is low. 

The total froth sample in the first cell is strange and comparing it to other cells it 

probably should be more like the top of froth sample grade. Since the sample is taken 

from the overflow not the combined total froth, it is most likely just a temporary drop. 

Also the bottom froth samples from cells four to seven are taken probably just below or 

at the interface because they show no increase in w-% or grade.  
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Here is also another indicator that the fifth cell froth samples could be actually sixth cell 

froth samples. The grades for the fifth cell differ a lot from cells four, six and seven and 

it would be more logical that the sixth cell would have grades more like that because of 

the froth depth difference. The air flow could be the reason for the spike in the grade in 

last cells, because the lower air with slightly higher froth should produce higher grade 

concentrate with slower rate. 

 

Figure 5.15. Chalcopyrite grade for A-line. 

The pyrite grade in Figure 5.16 does not seem to vary much inside the cells except the 

first cell. The grade is very high considering that the process was still operated to 

maximize copper grade when the samples were taken. 
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Figure 5.16. Pyrite grade for A-Line. 

The NSG grade in Figure 5.17 drops inside the froth phase as intended, but still the 

grade remains very high. Because the cells’ one to three concentrate is a feed to the 

second cleaner, they are feeding much unwanted NSG to the next cleaner. Also cell four 

to seven feeds the roughers lots of NSG in proportion to the chalcopyrite and a portion 

of that eventually ends up back in the first or second cleaner feed. 
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Figure 5.17. NSG grade for A-line. 

5.1.4 A-line vs. B-line 

There is a difference in the concentrate grade between A-line and B-line as seen in 

Figure 5.18. Both lines are operated little differently as seen from the froth depth and 

air flow curves. It is difficult to compare the lines because the feed is different for both 

lines which should not be the case as the feed should be evenly distributed among both 

lines. The grade difference in the feed might be due the time difference between 

samples during the day. But it is obvious that the lower grade feed results in a lower 

grade concentrates in each cell.  

It seems little deeper froth in the B-line fifth cell with lower air flow increases the 

concentrate CP grade much more than even the deeper froth with higher air flow in the 

second and third cell does. The CP grade there is almost the double for example 
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compared to the grade of the second cell. Also the first cell in B-line has lower air flow 

with similar froth depth and with the lower feed grade it still reaches the same grade as 

the A-line top of froth (see Figure 5.11). Superficial gas velocities are low between 0,2 

and 0,26 cm/s in both lines so the difference between highest and lowest value is not 

very big. Also the grade is higher in the B-line’s 5th cell where the froth is deeper. This 

also supports the idea that the 5th and 6th cell froth samples in the A-line are mixed. 

Pyrite curves follow each other quite nicely (Figure 5.19). As the chalcopyrite grades 

were higher in A-line, NSG grades are higher in the B-line (Figure 5.20). 

 

Figure 5.18. Chalcopyrite grade in both lines. ((xx,xx) is the corresponding copper 

grade) 

 

Figure 5.19. Pyrite grade in both lines. 
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Figure 5.20. NSG grade in both lines. 

5.2 Second cleaner 

Second cleaner is cleaning the first three cells’ concentrate from the first cleaner mixed 

with reground rougher concentrate and third and fourth cleaner tailings. Five cells are 

used here and the concentrate is fed to the third cleaner while the tailings are going back 

to the first cleaner. The concentrate grade should be kept high while the recovery is not 

that important anymore, although feeding too much copper back to the first cleaner 

could result in more losses there.  

5.2.1 Sampling and analysing 

The sampling in second, third and fourth cleaner were all done the same day 20.4.2015. 

This time the process had been changed since the previous sampling to provide more 

pyrite in the concentrate for the smelter. Also the ore used as a feed caused some 

difficulties in the process and the process had very poor recovery and worse grade than 

normally during the sampling day. Another set of total froth samples were taken 

7.5.2015 when the process was working much better to do a little comparison between a 

bad day and better day in the cleaners. 

A new sampler was made to make sampling faster and easier. This time the sampler was 

a simple bucket at the end of a pole and a plug was used to block the bucket opening 

and the plug was operated mechanically from the other end of the pole by simply 

pushing it down and up via an auxiliary pole. It was possible to reach maximum depth 
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of 2 m with this sampler. The smaller cells proved to be very tight in space to take the 

samples so it would have proved to be very difficult to use the other sampler there. 

Sampling for all cells was carried out in approximately same spot horizontally as before 

(see Figure 5.2).  

This time the sampling for second, third and fourth cleaner was focused on the top part 

of the cell, particularly from about 0,5 m under the froth to the surface of the froth and 

the purpose of this was to get a better understanding how the froth phase is working and 

from previous sampling it was obvious that any deeper than 0,5 m under froth, the cell 

became quite constant in grade and particle distribution. The samples were taken in 20 

cm intervals as seen in Table 3. Cells 3 and 4 were skipped to save time and they were 

operated with same parameters as cell two. The maximum sampling depths were chosen 

based on ABB froth depth data, which proved to be more difficult with these cleaners, 

since some of the cells did not have accurate froth depth data. Also the feed and tailings 

samples were taken. This time the total froth sample was taken from the side of the tank 

where all the froth is collected along with the wash water. 

Fractioning and analysing were done as they were done in the first cleaner, except this 

time the finest particle size sieved was -20 µm because after the first cleaner analyses, 

combining -10 and 10 µm fractions does not seem to have effect on the analyses.  

Table 3. Second cleaner sample points. (Cell x.y refers to: x = cleaner number, y = cell 

number in that cleaner) 

Sample Cell 2.1 [cm] Cell 2.2 [cm] Cell 2.5 [cm] 

Total froth x x x 

Top of froth x x x 

20 cm from the surface x x x 

40 cm from the surface x x x 

60 cm from the surface x x x 

80 cm from the surface x x x 

100 cm from the surface x x x 

120 cm from the surface x x x 

140 cm from the surface x x  

160 cm from the surface x   

180 cm from the surface x   

200 cm from the surface x   
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5.2.2 Second cleaner results 

From Figure 5.21 the froth depths for the second cleaner can be approximated as: 140 – 

160 cm for cell 2.1, 80 – 100 cm for cell 2.2 and 80 – 100 cm for cell 2.5 based on the 

w-% steps to the higher percentages. It is obvious that the w-% is higher here than in the 

first cleaner. It was between 40-50 w-% in the first cleaner in the top of the froth. Of 

course the particles are heavier here because of the higher chalcopyrite content. 

 

Figure 5.21. Second cleaner mass percentage of solids. 

Cell 2.1 

Particle distribution with the copper grade for the first cell in the second cleaner is 

presented in Figure 5.22. It seems that lots of fine particles are dropped or drained just 

above the interface and the -20 μm fraction grade is much lower in the pulp than in the 

feed. Also it seems like the gangue minerals are mostly in the -20 μm fraction, as it 

decreases and the grade increases. All the fractions drain the gangue quite evenly just 

above the interface as the copper grade increases but very little changes happen in the 

fractions. At the very top of the froth the finest particles seem to enter the concentrate 

launders more readily and it also seems to be improving the copper grade. Also the 

reduction in coarsest fraction also increases the grade in the coarsest fraction. But the 

coarsest fraction grade does not seem to be improving higher up in the froth, except 

right on top of the froth. This could mean that the gangue is trapped or non-liberated in 
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that fraction and when grade is higher, more liberated fine fraction is responsible for the 

grade increase. 

 

Figure 5.22. Cell 2.1 particle distribution with copper grades for +125 µm and -20 µm. 

In the first cleaner it was observed that the ratio between CP and NSG was higher in the 

finer fraction and it seems to be even more obvious here as seen in Figure 5.23. The 

feed is a bit coarser than in the first cleaner and here NSG is much more in the coarser 

fractions. The same phenomenon is obvious in the froth also. In the top of the froth 

about 60 % of the NSG is in +63 µm fractions. Since the CP grade in the same fractions 

is about 30 % also, NSG is mostly likely either trapped or CP is not liberated. 
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Figure 5.23. Cell 2.1 material distributions and grades. 

Cell 2.2 

In cell 2.2 the particle distribution is coarser under the froth as seen in Figure 5.24. It 

seems that the most of the -20 µm gangue particles drain just at the pulp-froth interface 

or just above it and after that coarser particles keep draining back thus increasing the 

grade. The coarse particles under the froth have very low grade and there are still three 

more cells in the line. The deeper froth here could eventually improve the grade even 

further. 
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Figure 5.24. Cell 2.2 particle distribution and grades for +125 µm and -20 µm. 

CP is more in the -20 μm fraction in cell 2.2 as it was in cell 2.1 as seen in Figure 5.25. 

The NSG distribution seems to be almost the same. The copper grade is very similar 

about 80 cm above the interface in both cells 2.1 (60 cm under surface) and 2.2 (top of 

froth). Even though CP is distributed differently, it does not seem to affect the grade 

much.  

 

Figure 5.25. Cell 2.2 material distributions and grades. 
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Cell 2.5 

Cell 2.5 seems to be more or less all over the place as seen in Figure 5.26. It seems 

quite normal under the froth, but once particles reach the interface, the flotation 

becomes very strange. The coarsest fractions are bigger than the -20 µm fraction inside 

the froth which has not been the case so far in any cells. At the same time the copper 

grade is very low in the whole about 80 cm froth layer. For some reason the top of the 

froth is very different from the total froth. Looking at the sample data, there seems to be 

no mistake of mixing the samples, so the case might just be that the coarse particles are 

so weakly attached to the bubbles, when the sampler was put in the froth, the coarse 

particles simply detached before entering the bucket. The whole froth is much worse 

than the top of the froth. Even the tailings have higher copper grade in the coarse 

fraction than the fine fraction. The question what arises from this is: why do the coarse 

particles float even though there is very little copper in them? 

 

Figure 5.26. Cell 2.5 particle distribution and grades for +125 µm and -20 µm. 

As suspected from the particle distribution, most of the materials are in the coarsest 

fractions as seen in Figure 5.27. Because the difference between CP and NSG grade is 

so big, the cell is floating mainly gangue in the third cleaner feed. As it can been seen, 

the NSG grade is almost 50 % with just above 10 % CP grade. NSG grade is also 

constant throughout the whole froth phase until the very top and it seems that basically 
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some of the pyrite is replaced with CP but nothing else is really happening inside the 

froth phase. 

 

Figure 5.27. Cell 2.5 material distributions and grades. 

5.2.3 Second cleaner summary 

The second cleaner is working as it should at least in the first two cells. The fifth cell is 

very much detrimental for the concentrate grade. As no samples were taken from the 

second and third cells, it is difficult to tell if the whole cleaner starts to work improperly 

at some point further in the line or is it just the last cell. It may be possible that the 

process simply floats everything there is to float in the first cells and there is just too 

little to float for the last cell. But it still does not explain why so much coarse particles 

are floating with that much gangue in them. 

5.3 Third cleaner 

Third cleaner cleans the second cleaner concentrate. Four cells are used here and the 

concentrate is fed to the fourth cleaner. The tailings are mixed with fourth cleaner 

tailings and fed back to the second cleaner. Here also the concentrate copper grade 

should be kept as high as possible to keep the feed high for fourth cleaner and the 

recovery is not that important here. 
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5.3.1 Sampling and analysing 

Sample handling, fractioning and analysing was done the same way as the second 

cleaner. The sampling for the third cleaner is presented in Table 4. Only first two cells 

were operating that day. 

Table 4. Third cleaner sample points. 

Sample Cell 3.1 [cm] Cell 3.2 [cm] 

Total froth x x 

Top of froth x x 

20 cm from the surface x x 

40 cm from the surface x x 

60 cm from the surface x x 

80 cm from the surface x x 

100 cm from the surface x x 

120 cm from the surface x x 

140 cm from the surface x x 

160 cm from the surface x x 

180 cm from the surface x  

200 cm from the surface x  

5.3.2 Third cleaner results 

From Figure 5.28 the froth depths for the third cleaner can be approximated as: 140 – 

160 cm for cell 3.1 and 0-20 cm for cell 3.2 based on the w-% steps to higher 

percentages. It seems that the second cell has only very little froth layer on top which is 

very much opposite what the ABB system is indicating, which should be about 90 cm 

froth depth. Also because the samples from the 3.2 cell have so little dry material, it was 

not possible to take any fractions of the samples and the fractions would have probably 

been quite the same for all samples anyway except for the top of the froth. 
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Figure 5.28. Third cleaner mass percentage of solids. 

Cell 3.1 

Particle distribution with the copper grade is presented in Figure 5.29. The feed for the 

third cleaner is much higher in grade than any feed before. The particle distribution in 

each fraction is more evenly distributed inside the cell than before as seen by looking at 

the feed distribution compared to the distribution just under the interface. The cell acts 

very much alike cell 2.1 near the interface and the -20 μm fraction drops but after that 

the froth basically stops doing anything. It still gets dryer as seen in Figure 5.28 but the 

grade remains constant for the last 1 m of the froth. Also the particle distribution shows 

very little change. There is a slight drop in the total froth’s coarse end. Either the gangue 

particles are trapped or copper is not liberated well enough in the coarser fractions. As 

the froth is about the same depth as in cell 2.1, it seems that the froth becomes so stable 

and loaded with the hydrophobic particles that it does not break or drain back practically 

anything after just a short distance of froth. Also the grade of both coarse and fine 

particles is quite stable throughout the whole froth phase. 
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Figure 5.29. Cell 3.1 particle distribution and grades for +125 µm and -20 µm. 

The fractions were pretty much unchanged throughout the last 1 m of froth, as well as 

distribution of material, which can be seen in Figure 5.30. All CP, pyrite and NSG 

grades are quite constant. The ratio between CP and NSG is even higher here than in the 

cell 2.1 in -20 µm fraction. NSG grade is lower than in cell 2.1 and the pyrite grade is 

quite the same. The copper is in the coarser fractions in the feed than in cell 2.1 but 

eventually the CP distribution in both cells’ total froth is almost identical as the grade. 

This leads to a conclusion that the cell is not capable of floating better grade with this 

feed. 
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Figure 5.30. Cell 3.1 material distributions and grades. 

Cell 3.2 

The grades for the cell 3.2 are presented in Figure 5.31. The w-% was very low and 

constant, as is the grade. Even the grade of the tailings is better than the grade in the top 

half of the cell. The small froth layer on top seems to be working; over 10 % copper 

grade increase in a very thin froth layer. Still the NSG and pyrite recovery is very high. 

 

Figure 5.31. Cell 3.2 grades at different depths. 
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5.3.3 Third cleaner summary 

The first cell’s froth seems to work well for only short distance and after that it is 

obvious that the cell is not capable of producing higher grade concentrate at least with 

this ore. The second cell works strangely; it is almost flooding and its concentrate 

contribution to the fourth cleaner feed is mostly pyrite and NSG. It still proves the same 

phenomenon as in the first cell that the grade raises rapidly after the interface. 

5.4 Fourth cleaner 

Fourth cleaner is cleaning the third cleaner concentrate. Three cells are used and the 

concentrate is the final concentrate of the cleaners and the whole plant. The tailings are 

mixed with the third cleaner tailings and fed to the second cleaner. As this is the final 

cleaning stage, the grade should be highest possible here or in this case highest possible 

with the desired pyrite content. 

5.4.1 Sampling and analyses 

Sample handling, fractioning and analysing was done the same way as the second and 

third cleaner. The sampling for the fourth cleaner is presented in Table 5. Only the first 

cell was operating that day. 

Table 5. Fourth cleaner sample points. 

Sample Cell 4.1 [cm] 

Total froth x 

Top of froth x 

20 cm from the surface x 

40 cm from the surface x 

60 cm from the surface x 

80 cm from the surface x 

100 cm from the surface x 

120 cm from the surface x 

140 cm from the surface x 
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5.4.2 Fourth cleaner results 

From Figure 5.32 the froth depth for the cell 4.1 can be approximated as 80 – 100 cm. 

The froth has very high w-% right at the bottom and the drainage back does not seem to 

be very high inside the froth phase. 

 

Figure 5.32. Fourth cleaner mass percentage of solids. 

It seems that the same phenomenon happens here as it does in the cell 3.1; the froth 

phase is not doing much. The particle distribution is quite constant in the whole froth 

phase as the grade. Even the w-% for each particle size is close to the equivalent particle 

size in cell 3.1. The only difference here is under the froth where w-% of the finer 

particles is higher than in cell 3.1. This supports the idea that the coarser particles have 

copper in them and they are hydrophobic and they include most of the NSG. The grades 

in the both coarse and fine particles are almost identical in both cells 3.1 and 4.1. The 

tailings copper grade here is almost the same as cell 2.1 feed, so using a second cell 

after 4.1 could be used to produce the same grade concentrate and thus increase the 

concentrate output. This would have an effect in the second cleaner, because the feed 

would have a lot less minerals coming from the fourth cleaner. 
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Figure 5.33. Cell 4.1 particle distribution and grades for +125 µm and -20 µm. 

As the copper grade of the feed for the fourth cleaner is almost the same as the copper 

grade of the feed for the third cleaner, the concentrate grade is pretty much the same as 

well as seen in Figure 5.34. Even though CP and pyrite are distributed in finer fractions, 

eventually in total froth the distribution is very similar with cell 3.1 total froth. In both 

cases the remaining pyrite is distributed almost as same as the CP, just slightly more 

distributed in the middle particle sizes. 
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Figure 5.34. Cell 4.1 material distributions and grades. 

5.5 Overall summary for second, third and fourth cleaner 

The CP grade is good for the first cell in each cleaner as seen in Figure 5.35. In that 

figure both the original samples are plotted with the new total froth samples from the 

process when the grade was higher. In both sampling cases it seems that the CP grade 

between cell 3.1 and 4.1 is the same and looking at the feed, it seems there is no 

difference whether the feed is lower or higher. In the 7.5.2015 samples, the feed 

according to ABB is 18,48 Cu-% for the third cleaner, and cell 3.1 concentrate has 

grade of 24,33 Cu-%. Yet in the fourth cleaner the feed grade is 21,65 Cu-% (ABB) and 

still the concentrate grade in that cell is the same as cell 3.1. Even with the higher 

concentrate grade in the new samples, there still seems to be the same problem that the 

cells for some reason cannot produce higher grade past certain point. The final grade of 

24,37 Cu-% is close to the average final grade (23-24 Cu-% for the past four years, 

according to ABB data) when the concentrator has been aiming for the high copper 

concentrate. Mostly the copper grade is oscillating a lot and sometimes the grade can be 

high as 29 Cu-% and only some hours later it can be close to 20 Cu-%.  
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Figure 5.35. Chalcopyrite grade in few sample points with 7.5.2015 total froth samples. 

Pyrite content remains quite high throughout all three cleaners, even in the last cleaner 

as seen in Figure 5.36. Pyrite content is two thirds of the non-CP content in the final 

concentrate for the 7.5.2015 sample. Especially cell 3.3 has very high pyrite content; it 

is twice the CP concentrate. 

 

Figure 5.36. Pyrite grade in few sample points with 7.5.2015 total froth samples. 
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NSG grade for the 7.5.2015 cell 4.1 concentrate is about 9 % as seen in Figure 5.37. 

Cell 3.3 has very high NSG content in addition to its high pyrite content. It seems that 

the cells further in the cleaners are responsible for the extra NSG and pyrite in the next 

cleaner feed.  

 

Figure 5.37. NSG grade in few sample points with 7.5.2015 total froth samples. 

Looking at Table 6, it is obvious that the w-% for the coarser fractions in the tailings 

decreases further in the cleaners and the finer particle fractions increase. It is difficult to 

say whether it has negative or positive effect on the process, because of all the 

recirculating, there is a lot of fine particles circulating in the cleaners. It is also clear that 

the second cleaner recovers the copper best, just by looking at the tailings’ copper 

grade. Here it is also noticeable that the copper grade in the coarsest and finest fraction 

is the highest, suggesting that the flotation is more efficient in the middle fractions. 

Table 6. Second, third and fourth cleaner feed’s and tailings’ fractions with w-% and 

copper grade (%). 
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For the 7.5.2015 samples, the particle size becomes finer further in line in the second 

cleaner (Figure 5.38) and at the same time CP becomes more distributed in the fine 

grade (Figure 5.39). It seems that almost the entire CP in coarse particles is floated out 

in the first two or three cells and after that coarse particles are mainly NSG. In the third 

cleaner it is the opposite, the particle distribution becomes coarser after the first cell. 

Also the copper grade drop is more rapid there. The grade in the finest particle size is 

good compared to the actual grade. Still even that grade is barely reaching the lower end 

of the old plant grade. 

 

Figure 5.38. 7.5.2015 total froths' particle distributions with ABB froth depth data and 

grades for +125 µm and -20 µm. 
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Figure 5.39. Second, third and fourth cleaner material distribution and grades for the 

7.5.2015 total froth samples. 

The particle distribution in cell 4.1 total froth is coarser in the original sample as seen in 

Figure 5.40 (P50 is about 50 µm for the original sample and about 34 µm for the 

7.5.2015 sample). This could explain the higher grade in the 7.5.2015 process. A 

mineral liberation analysis for both total froth samples could give an idea why the 

grades are different and why the grade stops improving in the original sample. 

Possibilities are that the pyrite or NSG is trapped or non-liberated or they both have 

become hydrophobic and they simply float with the CP. 

 

Figure 5.40. Cell 4.1 total froths' particle distribution for both original and new sample. 
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5.6 Controlling the cleaner Process 

The automation for controlling the cleaner process is quite simple. The pulp levels in 

the cells are controlled individually with a valve in each cells’ tailings outlet. XRF 

online analysis is used only in some key points, like second, third and fourth cleaner 

concentrates and first and second cleaner tailings. There is no analysis for the individual 

cells and therefore if any of the cells is operating detrimental to the process, it is 

difficult for the operator to know this. As it was seen from the sampled cells before, 

there were few cells that did not produce good concentrate. Also there is no flow rate 

data from the individual cells, so if some of the cells are not producing concentrate, 

again it is difficult for the operator to know this. This is more of an issue in the first 

cleaner; if the last cells are not producing concentrate, then all the copper is going out as 

tailings. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This section includes a conclusion of all the cleaners and some suggestions what could 

be done next for further analysis of the process. Also some methods are considered 

which could improve recovery or grade.  

6.1 Conclusions 

A single froth flotation cell has lots of parameters and sub processes affecting the 

flotation efficiency. When there are more cells in a flotation bank, these parameters and 

sub processes increase even more. In Aitik’s cleaner flotation case, with all the flows 

back into previous stages and consecutive cleaner steps, everything is connected and a 

change somewhere most likely has an effect somewhere else. 

The first cleaner is the most complicated cleaner to optimize because there both 

recovery and grade are to be considered. The more important parameter is recovery, but 

still at the same time, the grade should be kept decent so it would not feed too much 

gangue for the second cleaner. The grade of the first three cells’ concentrate is not high 

and it is feeding lots of pyrite and NSG to the second cleaner. Same applies to the cells 

four to seven, which feed lots of pyrite and NSG to the roughers. Because the 

concentrate flows from the cell four to seven are not high, it is only a small portion of 

the total feed flow. The copper grade in the tailings is not high, but it is not stable either 

and like every other stream it constantly has its highs and lows. Because the grade is so 

low even a small change is relatively a big change. 

The second cleaner works fine and looks normal in the first two cells. The fifth and last 

cell of the cleaner is working really strangely with very coarse particle distribution and 

very low grade. Because no samples were taken from third or fourth cells, it is difficult 

to say where down the line the grade turns bad. The grade was better with samples from 

the better grade process, but still the last three cells are decreasing the final first cleaner 

grade. Still thinking about the third cleaner feed, the first cells are dominating the latter 

cells in the concentrate mass flow because the grade is not that low. Also even though 

the high grade is important here in the concentrate, the recovery has to be considered 
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also because the second cleaner should not feed too much copper back to the first 

cleaner. 

The third cleaner is the first cleaner where a cell hits a saturation point where the grade 

does not improve after a certain point in the froth. This point seems to be not very far 

above from the pulp-froth interface and after that there is basically 1 m of froth which 

still increases in w-% but the grade and particle distribution remains virtually the same. 

The second cell is almost flooding with a very thin froth layer on top, which also 

increases the grade rapidly. It is possible, because the flotation here happens very 

quickly, that the particles could become so attached to bubbles that they make the froth 

very stable and barely any detachment occurs. 

The fourth cleaner with its single cell in operation does exactly the same as the third 

cleaner’s first cell even though the froth depth is lower here. When these samples were 

taken, there would have been potential to have an extra cell in operation without losing 

the grade in the final concentrate, but on the other hand this would have an effect in the 

second cleaner feed which could eventually have an effect in the fourth cleaner feed and 

therefore the grade could go down eventually. 

6.2 Suggestions 

In the first cleaner, the flotation parameters could be changed to distribute the minerals 

better among the first three cells. Because now the grade is much higher in the first cell 

compared to the other two, it means that the latter two cells have trouble floating with 

good grade with the same parameters. It could lead to a slightly better grade for the 

second cleaner feed, but at the same time the recovery for the first cleaner must be 

investigated, if it decreases, the higher grade is not worth it. The air flow could be 

changed to an increasing profile and therefore try to have all the cells produce higher 

grade concentrate. It would reduce the concentrate flow from the first cell but that 

leaves more minerals for the cells after to float. This is more of a trial and error type of 

problem. 

In the scavenger part (cells four to seven), even though the feed is little coarser than the 

first cell feed, the CP is more distributed in the finer (-20 µm) fraction, especially in the 
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-10 µm fraction. This means that with a better recovery in the finer fraction, it could be 

possible to increase the recovery in the first cleaner. This could be done by using some 

of the methods mentioned in Section 3.3. Using the flotation columns could be the most 

viable option, either for the cell seven tailings or even to replace the cells four to seven. 

With a high enough concentrate, the flow back from first cleaner to the rougher could be 

removed and the concentrate could be combined with some other cleaner feed. It could 

be studied if it was economical to use columns here and test the cell three and cell seven 

tailings and see how a column would work with such a low grade. Also a column might 

be little less affected by the process conditions and the cleaner could have more stable 

copper grade in the tailings. 

The flotation parameters could be considered in the second, third and fourth cleaner as 

well. Now it seems that the first cell in each of the cleaners is doing most of the work 

with its deep froth and similar air flow with other cells behind it. If the minerals could 

be distributed better among the operating cells, it could lead to a potential increase in 

the capacity without losing grade. 

Because the cleaners were sampled only once for this project, it is difficult to say 

whether the cells 3.1 and 4.1 reach saturation point even when the grade is higher. With 

the 7.5.2015 total froth samples, it seems that it could be the case there as well with both 

of the cells having the same final grade. Therefore sampling the cleaners, at least cells’ 

3.1 and 4.1 froths, with the 20 cm or 40 cm frequency approximately at the process 

conditions in Figure 6.1, would give information what happens in the concentrate that 

allows higher grade. Of course this would mean that the person taking the samples 

would need to work up in Aitik and wait for each of the different grades. This kind of 

sampling would give a better understanding what actually happens differently inside the 

froth when the grade is ~28 Cu-% or ~20 Cu-% and it between. With the support of 

QEMScan analysis to observe the mineral liberation from each of the total froth, this 

could answer the question, why the grade differs so much in such a short period and 

what happens with the mineral composition. As seen in the results, it is quite obvious 

that the grade should be good even when the feed for the last cell would be lower as 

seen in Figure 5.23. Even with the feed grade of ~8 Cu-% cell 2.1 is still able to reach 

grade of ~22 Cu-%. Though the froth depth in cell 4.1 is usually lower, which means if 
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the feed would be low, then the froth depth might not be enough to have a full cleaning 

effect. 

 

Figure 6.1. Final concentrate copper grade 21.5.2015 – 28.5.2015 with 2014 average 

copper grade (ABB data). 

Another problem with the process is the lack of grade information from the individual 

cells. It is impossible for the operator to know if some of the cells are operating with 

very bad grade or otherwise detrimental to the concentrate. As seen before the last cells 

in each flotation bank are producing lower grade. Also optimizing the cleaners to 

produce high grade with as little oscillation as possible is very difficult when there is no 

information what actually happens inside each cleaner. Making a fully predictive 

automation system to stabilize the grade is also not possible without good information 

about each cell. 

So, what would a good constant high grade cleaning process be like? The first cleaner’s 

rougher part’s (cells one to three) froth depth and air flow would be optimized to float 

all the possible copper in over 10-20 µm size range and the scavenger part (cells four to 

seven) would be either replaced by the flotation columns or otherwise optimized to float 

the finer particles, or an extra process would be added to the tailing flow to float the rest 

of the finer particles. For the second, third and fourth cleaner, a new online XRF would 

be added to provide information about each cell, and the flow sensors to measure each 

of the concentrate flows and with all this information the automation system would be 
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upgraded to optimize the grade and the operator would not need to interfere with the 

process anymore. The grade would be stable with just little variations with all the 

changes in the feed or the other processes before the cleaners would be predicted by the 

automation. In case the smelters would want to change the concentrate composition, the 

automation system would optimize that automatically as well. 
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Figure 1. Particle distribution under froth for 1st cleaner A-line cells 2-7. 
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Figure 2. Particle distribution under froth for first cleaner A-line cells 4-7.
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Figure 3. Particle distribution under froth for first cleaner A-line cells 4-7. 


